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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Badlands National Park (BNP) is located approximately 70 miles from Rapid City, South 
Dakota.  The South Unit, a unit of BNP and the focus of this document, consists of 133,300 
acres. 
 
Between 2006 and 2010, a planning team consisting of members of the Oglala Sioux Tribe 
(OST) and the National Park Service (NPS) worked to find a way to manage the South Unit.  
The resulting April 2012 South Unit Final General Management Plan/Environmental Impact 
Statement (GMP/EIS) describes the general path for South Unit management for the next 20 
years or so.  Under the Preferred Management Option, Congress would designate the South Unit 
as the first Tribal National Park to be managed by the National Park Service with special 
provision for Tribal involvement.   
 
The 1976 MOA stated NPS’ intentions to reintroduce species including buffalo to the South 
Unit.  The purpose of this study is to assess the feasibility and dynamics of how a conservation- 
and culturally-oriented buffalo herd would fit into the management of the South Unit.  While 
BNP would manage the land, OST would own and oversee buffalo in the South Unit.  Any 
revenues generated from live animal sales or hunts would go directly to the Tribe.   
 
Ideally, a herd of roughly 1000 or more total buffalo could roam the South Unit. This number 
arose through conversations that occurred among BNP, OST, OST Lands Office, Bureau of 
Indian Affairs (BIA), Oglala Sioux Parks and Recreation Authority (OSPRA), and 
recommendations from the bison conservation community.  Further, these parties expressed 
interest in creating a free-roaming herd of buffalo that would largely be unmanaged.  It was this 
target of 1000+ head and the free-roaming nature of the herd that defined much of the analysis of 
the landscape, its carrying capacity, and the grazing management strategy employed.  In an effort 
to maintain the wellbeing of the resource, stocking the area with buffalo was intended to be 
conservative so limits to the resource were not pushed.   
 
Since the South Unit’s existing fences are largely unable to contain buffalo, new fencing must be 
constructed wherever buffalo graze.  These fences must meet BNP standards to contain buffalo, 
but also allow movement of migrating wildlife herds.  Further, new corrals must be constructed 
to enable handling of buffalo during fall buffalo works.   
 
Given the landscape, its boundaries, the desire to create a wild, free-roaming herd of buffalo 
numbering over 1000 head, and the uncertainty regarding inclusion of ideal buffalo grazing lands 
within the management area, this document identifies four possible buffalo management 
alternatives.  Extensive analysis was conducted of existing forage production data, including 
comparable stocking rates, to arrive at the carrying capacity of the four alternatives.  Each of 
them will possess different management strategies, fence requirements, grazeable acres, and herd 
sizes.  They are described briefly below: 
 
Alternative A:  The Stronghold:  Highway-to-highway implementation.  This alternative presents 
the “original idea” of utilizing the Stronghold for buffalo.  The alternative involves 59,601 
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grazeable acres, 1072 buffalo in the herd, with 74 miles of fence required (plus corrals).  This 
alternative most closely matches the ideal of a free-roaming, low-maintenance buffalo herd. 
 
Alternative B:  The Herding Alternative.  This alternative arises due to uncertainty regarding 
inclusion of the vast and highly productive Range Unit 506.  Should the 506 be excluded, then 
additional lands may need to be incorporated into the buffalo program to keep the herd size up.   
This alternative would require buffalo to be herded from one grazing area to another, including 
moving animals under Highway 27 (to an area known as the Palmer Creek Unit) to be 
implemented.  It involves 41,607 grazeable acres, 753 buffalo in the herd, and 79 miles of fence. 
 
Alternative C:  The Big Picture.  This alternative implements Alternative A (including Range 
Unit 506), but also adds a Range Unit from the Palmer Creek Unit (514), representing the 
largest-acreage alternative.  The alternative includes 63,325 grazeable acres, 1156 buffalo, with 
88 miles of fence required.  Buffalo would still likely need to be herded under Highway 27 to 
reach the Palmer Creek Unit. 
 
Alternative D:  The Western Option.  This alternative arises from the realization that loss of the 
highly productive Range Unit 506 essentially means that several other smaller Range Units of 
lower productivity have limited value to the buffalo program.  Thus, their inclusion is 
unnecessary. This alternative includes only the westernmost range units of the South Unit and 
represents the option that would be the smallest, yet easiest and cheapest to implement.  The 
alternative includes 28,010 grazeable acres, 485 buffalo, and 40 miles of fence.  This alternative 
may offer a viable alternative for initially stocking the South Unit with buffalo, but has profound 
implications for the visitor experience in the Tribal National Park, for buffalo would graze far 
from the discussed visitor center, which would lie to the eastern portion of the Park.   
 
Depending on the alternative implemented, the OST could expect annual buffalo revenues, 
including animals for tribal use, ranging from $84,000 to $203,000 and total economic benefits 
from buffalo grazing in the South Unit ranging from $212,000 to $416,000. 
 
In summary, Alternative A presents the greatest advancement toward the vision, values, and 
objectives of this effort.  It would be the easiest to implement from a managerial perspective, yet 
blends the greatest revenue per buffalo cow with the cheapest cost per cow, while achieving the 
vision of running over 1000 free-roaming buffalo.   
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II. INTRODUCTION 

Project Background 

Badlands National Park (BNP), established in 1939 (as Badlands National Monument) and 
redesignated in 1978 as a National Park, is located approximately 70 miles from Rapid City, 
South Dakota.  Most of the park is bordered by Buffalo Gap National Grassland, the Pine Ridge 
Indian Reservation, and private lands, primarily ranches and farms.  The entire park is comprised 
of 242,756 acres, 64,144 acres of which have been designated as Wilderness.  The South Unit, 
which includes the Palmer Creek Unit, consists of 133,300 acres. 
 
The lands comprising the South Unit, located within the boundaries of the Pine Ridge Indian 
Reservation, were taken through condemnation to create a Bombing Range to train servicemen 
for World War II.  The Bombing Range, consisting of 341,725 acres, was created in 1942 and 
displaced 890 families in the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation.  In 1968, the Bombing Range was 
declared excess property, and Congress conveyed the lands to the Oglala Sioux Tribe (OST) with 
the stipulation that two largely undeveloped, remote tracts of lands totaling 133,000 acres (the 
South Unit) be held in trust and administered by the National Park Service (NPS) as part of the 
legislation to redesignate Badlands National Monument to Badlands National Park. 
 
In 1976, the Secretary of the Interior and the OST signed a Memorandum of Agreement detailing 
the terms of management for the South Unit as an extension of BNP.  The agreement remains, 
but has not proven to be an effective management framework acceptable to either the OST or the 
NPS. 
 
Between 2006 and 2010, a planning team consisting of members of the OST and the NPS 
worked to find a way to manage the South Unit.  The resulting April 2012 South Unit Final 
General Management Plan/Environmental Impact Statement (GMP/EIS) describes the general 
path for South Unit management for the next 20 years or so. 
 
Under the Preferred Management Option, Congress would designate the South Unit as the first 
Tribal National Park.  Federal environmental and historic preservation laws like the Endangered 
Species Act, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966, would continue to apply.  The TNP will be a NPS unit and will be 
managed by the NPS.  Special provisions for preferential tribal hiring and special inclusions for 
tribal culture and customs will be included.  It is intended that the TNP will have an NPS budget 
with base funding for much of the equipment, staff, and other operational costs for the buffalo 
program, and that projects related to buffalo restoration would be subject to internal NPS project 
funding opportunities.  Costs of having buffalo on the TNP will not be borne by the buffalo 
program, but rather by the NPS.   
 
The purpose of this study is to assess the feasibility and dynamics of how a conservation- and 
culturally-oriented buffalo herd would fit into the management of the South Unit. 
 
Sources: (NPS & OST, 2012; OST & NPS, 1976) 
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Statement of Purpose 

“The Buffalo represents the people and the universe and should always be treated with respect, 
for was he not here before the two-legged peoples and is he not generous in that he give us our 
homes and our food?  The Buffalo is wise in many things, and thus we should learn from him 
and should always be as a relative with him.”  (Black Elk, Oglala Holy Man as quoted in the 
Sacred Pipe, Joseph Epes Brown, 1953) 
 
“Buffalo have for many thousands of years provided our people with food, shelter, and clothing.  
We depended on them for our life.  We followed them wherever they roamed.  It is from the 
buffalo that we received our seven laws that we live by.  They gave us our sacred pipe.  It is in 
their image that we make camp and to pray in our Sundance. 
 
“Today, it is our responsibility to ensure that our relatives have plenty of food, water, and a 
place to roam.  That is how they live.  As Lakota people, we must continually strive to make sure 
the buffalo survive.   
 
“It is our best intention to maintain these buffalo in a wild, respectful manner.  This includes 
little to no handling, unless necessary.  This includes no castration, no dehorning, no ill 
treatment.  These animals are considered a close relative to the Lakota and will remain as a 
respected, sacred and important part of the OSPRA mission” (Mesteth, no date; OSPRA, 2009).   
 
From the perspective of the Lakota people, there are four overarching reasons to have buffalo: 

1. The Lakota Oyate strongly believe in the connection amongst all things.  This concept 
stands out foremost in OST’s management of buffalo and elk.  Our purposes begin with 
traditional cultural activities or practices and end with the same. Cultural activities, or 
practices include the kill ceremony, sundance, healing, naming, pow wows, memorials, 
and educational purposes.  We try to provide each sundance with a buffalo to utilize in 
the many different sacred ceremonies or cultural activities.  We provide material to local 
artists for their crafts or to crafts people who make various articles of clothing, 
ceremonial ware, games, etc.  We also invite local educational institutions to come and 
record these activities on video or still photos with a narrative describing how an item is 
made and its purpose. 
 

2. Aesthetic value is a term used to identify the feeling of pride, goodness, or whatever 
comes in just having these magnificent animals roam our country once again.  The idea 
that we, as Lakota people who once depended on these animals as a staple commodity, 
can give back to them that provided so much (house, food, clothing, recreational/leisure 
activities, etc.) is comforting.  We accomplish this in part through guided tours through 
our pastures and interviews or lectures.  We also encourage our local schools to bring our 
children to the annual round up in order for them to know that the OST has a buffalo/elk 
herd in which is managed for them. 

 
3. Nutritional sustenance is provided through our meat donations to funerals for the purpose 

of feeding friends and relatives at the wakes, through providing meat for cultural 
ceremonies and celebrations where the public is invited to participate in the feed, and 
through meals for the elderly program. 
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4. Economic contribution to the reservation economic system is accomplished through 
providing employment, purchasing services, leasing of lands, trophy hunting (buffalo and 
elk), and buffalo sales.  Many times we provide employment to individuals on a daily, 
weekly, and monthly basis or through contractual services.  Occasionally, we provide 
employment through small grants for specific purposes/projects.  We lease large areas of 
land for the buffalo to roam.  We bring in dollars through buffalo sales at local auctions 
or sales.  These funds are utilized by paying our annual lease payment to the Tribe or 
individuals and by funding small in-house projects (Mesteth, no date).  

 
From the perspective of the National Park Service, there are 5 overarching reasons to run buffalo 
on the South Unit: 

1. Establishing another large conservation herd of bison on the Great Plains landscape. 
2. Protecting genetic diversity and genetic integrity of bison. 
3. Restoring the link between native people and bison. 
4. Restoring bison to its ecological role in the Great Plains. 
5. Work toward Department of Interior’s Bison Conservation Initiative for restoring bison 

to the Great Plains (Kenner, 2013). 
 
Vision Statement 

When managing buffalo on the South Unit, OST and NPS will: 
• Abide by the laws and regulations of the NPS and help achieve the grandeur of a national 

park. 
• Achieve a herd of more than 1000, free-roaming buffalo. 
• Advance Department of Interior’s vision of achieving additional large herds of buffalo on 

the Great Plains. 
• Utilize traditional knowledge and cultural practices in the management of the buffalo. 
• Ensure disease-free, healthy animals through proper animal husbandry and responsible 

range management, thereby ensuring adequate food, water, and space for the buffalo. 
• Foster the relationship between the buffalo, the land, and the Lakota Oyate people. 
• Generate income through creative management of our land and resources. 

 
 
Goals and Strategies of this Feasibility Study 

The goals and strategies for this feasibility study are as follows: 
1. Enable OST and NPS to understand how to stock buffalo on the South Unit, how they 

could be managed, and what the logistical and staffing issues surrounding management of 
those buffalo would be. 

2. Enable OST and NPS to understand the financial implications of running buffalo on the 
South Unit. 

3. Enable OST and NPS to understand the cultural and social implications of running 
buffalo on the South Unit. 

4. Enable OST and NPS to understand the relevance of the South Unit’s buffalo herd to 
North America’s restoration efforts. 
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Scope 

This feasibility study was intended to examine the science (soils, water, vegetative production, 
carrying capacity, stocking rate) and financial implications (infrastructure costs, buffalo sales, 
marketing) for running buffalo on the South Unit.  The document focuses on the best means of 
blending ecology and finance for running a successful buffalo program.  With this effort a 
question has been asked:  If buffalo are to be run on the South Unit, how should that best be 
done?  The pages that follow attempt to answer that question.  
 
Multiple other issues affect this unit’s buffalo herd, as well as creation of the Tribal National 
Park.  These issues were beyond the scope of this study, and they include the following: 
 

1. Several tribal ranching families currently run cattle on South Unit range units.  
Establishing the TNP and/or running buffalo on the South Unit will likely displace them.  
This document does not address their plight, or finding replacement forage for them. 
  

2. Those ranching families pay grazing fees to the Tribe.  This document does not address 
issues and ramifications surrounding those grazing leases if tribally-owned buffalo are to 
replace cattle. 
 

3. The possibility exists to create a buffalo program on the South Unit prior to legislation 
creating the TNP.  This document does not address the ramifications of having one 
without the other. 
 

4. Upon creation of the TNP, a potential economic windfall could arise for area 
communities and the Tribe.  The TNP could serve as an economic engine creating such 
opportunities as eco-tourism, concessions, and accommodations for guests.  This 
document does not address the economic implications surrounding such opportunities. 

 
5. A new visitor center, driving tours, and other attractions could be included in the new 

TNP.  This document does not address proper locations for those amenities. 
 

6. The South Unit was formerly used as a bombing range by the U.S. Military.  This 
document does not address safety issues surrounding unexploded ordinance for both 
buffalo and people. 

 
7. The South Unit contains known fossils and artifacts, some of which are lying on the soil 

surface.  This document does not address the preservation of those fossils and artifacts.    
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S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) 

This is an analysis of managing buffalo in the South Unit.  
 

Opportunity Threats 
Creation first Tribal National Park Drought  
Strengthen tribal connection to buffalo Loss of BNP surplus animals 
Provide educational opportunities for Tribal 
and non-tribal members of the general 
public 

Potential future loss of North Unit gate receipts 

Buffalo hunting opportunities Potential lost grazing lease income 
Develop local sales of meat Potential buffalo disease issues 
Ecotourism – non consumptive uses  
Teach the history of the Lakota people  
Contribute to bison conservation and 
restoration in North America  

Further the Tribe’s land stewardship and 
buffalo management capability  

Provide a stimulus for economic 
development on the reservation  

Opportunity to support Department of 
Interior’s Bison Conservation Initiative  

   
   

Strengths Weakness 
Cultural commitment to buffalo program Land leases, cost and control 
Commitment of NGO’s for conservation 
buffalo herd Lack of infrastructure: fences, corrals, roads, etc. 

Current gate receipts from BNP North Unit Cost of new fencing 
Hearty and healthy buffalo sourced from 
BNP Lack of equipment for buffalo program 

Job opportunities with NPS funding Delay in building herd until harvestable 
Native grazer restored to native prairie Potential conflicts with allotted lands 
Increased access to internal NPS funding Lack of consensus within Tribe 
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III. Resource Summary 

A. General Property Location and Description (Maps in Appendix) 

The South Unit lies in the northwest corner of the Pine Ridge Reservation in Bennett and 
Shannon Counties, South Dakota.  Elevation of these rangelands ranges from 2500 to nearly 
4000 feet with average annual precipitation of 16 to 18 inches, which is highly variable in 
wet/dry cycles that can last multiple years.  Average annual frost-free period ranges from 130 to 
160 days.  Soils vary widely in this rugged landscape dominated by erosive badlands soils mixed 
with highly productive grasslands and slopes ranging from flat to 90%.  Vegetative productivity 
varies from no production on some soils to 2500 pounds per acre on nearby soils (Figure 1).  
Vegetation includes a mix of cool-season and warm-season grass, forbs, shrubs, and trees 
(USDA, 2013). 
 
 

Figure 1:  A photo of Range Unit 503, as seen from “The Slide” atop Cuny Table.  Erosive and low-production 
badlands formations are to the left, while productive grasslands lie on the flats to the right.  Photo taken 
February 2013. 
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B. Land Base 

The South Unit’s land base consists of roughly 133,300 acres of badlands formations, grassy 
tables, juniper-topped ridges, rolling grasslands, ephemeral streams, and wetlands.  Such 
diversity of terrain provides habitat for swift fox, prairie dogs, rabbits, pronghorn, elk, raptors, 
and a variety of songbirds.  Bighorn sheep also call the South Unit home, and they may be seen 
in the cliffs and tables.  Figure 2 below shows an aerial photo of the South Unit. 
 

 
Figure 2:  An aerial photo of the South Unit (without the Palmer Creek Unit, which lies to the east).  In this 
roughly 100,000-acre area, badlands-type soils are seen as white colors.  Production there is relatively low.  
Green areas feature the more productive soils, many of which lie outside the South Unit’s boundary (shown by 
the red line).  Map courtesy OSPRA. 
 
The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) divided the South Unit into Range Units (RUs) to facilitate 
livestock grazing.  Boundaries of these 15 range units often follow topography, as tall badlands 
walls often make good fences for keeping cattle in the proper place.  Some internal fencing 
controls movements of livestock between the various range units, but no buffalo-worthy fencing 
exists around the South Unit’s perimeter.  Those BIA range units may be seen in Figure 3 below. 
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Figure 3:  Map of the South Unit showing range unit numbers in blue, and blue lines also denote range unit 
boundaries.  Those boundaries may be badlands walls or fences.  The Palmer Creek Unit, to be included in the 
Tribal National Park, lies to the east.  Buffalo may or may not be run in Palmer Creek.  Note that RU 505 is 
managed by the OST Lands Office.  Photos below will show portions of these range units to highlight terrain, 
soils, and vegetative productivity.  Map courtesy BIA.     
 
 

 

 

C. Land Base Description 

A brief photo description of the South Unit’s land base follows: 
 
Figure 4:  This photo, taken in RU 505, shows 
badlands soils.  These highly erosive soils not only 
produce no vegetation, but they may be found 
over a large percentage of the South Unit.  
Buffalo are likely to utilize these areas minimally.   
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Figure 5:  This photo, taken in RU 506, shows a 
flat containing silty clay soils capable of 
producing 1800 pounds per acre of production 
in normal precipitation years.  These soils also 
compose a large percentage of the South Unit.  
Such soils form most of the grazeable acreage 
in the unit and should be attractive to buffalo.  
The predominant grass in this photo is Western 
wheatgrass, a desired species for the area.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6:  Many South Unit soils also tend to 
flood frequently. This photo, taken in RU 503, 
shows snowmelt from a February storm 
spreading, pooling and slowly meandering across 
the flat landscape.  The silty-clay soils drain 
poorly, resulting in low vegetative production.  
Buffalo will likely utilize these areas minimally.     
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7:  This photo, taken in RU 506, shows 
rolling hills lying in the shoulders between 
rugged badlands and the bottom flatlands.  The 
soils tend to be relatively low in production and 
compose a large percentage of the South Unit.  
Buffalo will likely utilize these areas to transition 
from one grazing area to another.   
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D. Rangelands (Detailed sheets in Appendices B and C) 

The South Unit’s rangelands contain a wide variety of soil types.  For example, RU 518 in the 
southwest corner of the South Unit contains over 25 soil types alone.  Vegetative productivity 
varies widely in these settings, and the rangelands provide mixed ability to feed grazing animals 
and provide cover. The large, open flats featured in Figure 5 above contain the bulk of the Unit’s 
useful rangelands for buffalo forage, while several of the badlands soils offer little to no forage 
or cover.  Appendices B and C offer detailed descriptions of soils, soil productivity, percentage 
of each soil within a range unit, and acres of each soil. 

 

E. Rangeland Assessment 

As part of this feasibility study, observations were made regarding health and performance of the 
rangelands.  To be shared below, these observations relate mostly to the flatter, more productive 
areas of the South Unit, for they will compose the bulk of the grazeable acres for buffalo.  While 
the rugged badlands soils provide some utility for buffalo, from the perspective of evaluating 
land performance and health for meeting the needs of the herd, these badlands soils become less 
interesting (this says nothing about their uniqueness, their beauty, their ruggedness, and their 
“coolness”).  Simply put, when meeting the demands of a potential buffalo herd in the South 
Unit, more focus was placed on the more productive areas found there. 
 
When assessing rangelands, the performance of four ecosystem processes is often evaluated.  
Those four are the water cycle, mineral cycle, energy flow, and succession.  Each of these 
suggests the performance of land in a way that may be identified through qualitative indicators.  
Since the South Unit was toured in February 2013 (in the dormant season), no comprehensive 
evaluation of rangeland health was undertaken for this feasibility study, but observations were 
made to determine rangeland health.  These observations are shared below and are broken by 
ecosystem process. 
 
On the South Unit’s flats (which, again, means excluding the erosive badlands soils), the water 
cycle appeared to be functional.  Little bare ground was observed in these flats, minimal erosion 
occurred, and minimal plant pedestaling was found.  The soils appeared ready to accept any 
precipitation falling from the sky (rather than allowing erosion-causing runoff).  These were 
positive findings. 
 
The mineral cycle was mixed.  With this process, the speed of mineral cycling through the 
system is considered, and in some areas, minerals appeared to be cycling rapidly.  Indicators of 
such cycling included rapid dung breakdown, the mixing of litter (old plant material lying on the 
soil surface) with soil, uniform litter distribution, and a good litter amount.  In other areas, 
however, dung piles appeared to be aging, and litter appeared to be lying idly on the soil surface.  
In such settings, litter and dung appeared to be oxidizing by weathering, rather than decomposing 
biologically.  In these areas, the mineral cycle was functioning slowly, and reductions in plant 
productivity may result.  It is in the examination of the mineral cycle where the first suggestions 
that past grazing management by cattle has not been optimal.  These indicators suggest a 
problem with grazing distribution, where cattle graze their favored areas repeatedly (often near 
water points) and neglect other grazeable areas of the range units.  Should cattle be removed 
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from the South Unit and be replaced by buffalo, this same lingering near water is expected to 
continue. 
 
Energy flow examines plants’ ability to harvest solar energy and photosynthesize that energy 
into useful growth.  In the South Unit, energy flow was varied.  In some areas, plant vigor was 
high, where plants achieved tall stature, produced seed, and were firmly rooted to the soil 
surface, even in the dry year of 2012.  The plant canopy was abundant (even in winter), where 
much sunlight energy was intercepted by living plant leaves, rather than striking the soil surface 
and lost.  Plants here were also well distributed across the soil surface, and little opportunity for 
encroachment by noxious weeds existed.  Conversely, other areas displayed reduced plant vigor, 
a minimal plant canopy, and reduced plant distribution.  This imbalance in energy flow is further 
suggestion of poor grazing distribution within the range units.  As examples, consider RU 501 
(on the northwestern corner of the South Unit) and RU 506 (on the eastern side).  On the 501, 
cattle tended to water from areas near the river and thus spent much time there grazing.  Use by 
cattle (forage utilization, dung piles) appeared to be high there.  Away from water in the more 
southerly reaches of the 501, use by cattle (reduced signs of grazing, fewer dung piles) was less, 
and more standing vegetation was observed.  On the 506, cattle tended to linger on the eastern 
portion of the range unit near water, while the western portion of the unit appeared to receive 
little grazing.  These, again, are indicators of a grazing distribution issue.     
 
Within the successional process, a mix of grasses, forbs, shrubs, and trees was found across the 
grazed pastures.  Some areas contained a mix of grasses, such as little bluestem, western 
wheatgrass, needle-grasses, and three-awn.  The South Unit’s heavy soils should be expected to 
support more western wheatgrass than OSPRA’s grazing areas near Allen and Slim Buttes.  Few 
noxious weeds were seen in the tours of the South and Palmer Units.    
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IV. Expansion Feasibility and Alternatives 

A. Buffalo Feasibility Background 

How many buffalo should call the South Unit home?  The answer to this question depends on a 
few key variables.  They are:  1) Number of grazeable acres available; 2) Stocking rate (acres 
required to feed a buffalo cow and her calf for a year); and 3) the grazing strategy.  Each of these 
will be discussed below. 
 
At the time of this writing, the actual acreage to be devoted to buffalo grazing in the Tribal 
National Park was unclear.  Due to uncertainty surrounding the inclusion of various allotted land 
parcels (those owned by multiple tribal families and the OST within the TNP), no exact map of 
grazing acres may be generated.  This uncertainty especially surrounds RU 506, that vast and 
productive parcel lying on the South Unit’s eastern side.  The 506, along with three other range 
units in this area, hosts large inclusions of allotted lands and large ranching operations.  The 506 
represents a large portion of the Unit’s available grazeable acres and forage production, and 
without that range unit, the ideal herd size of the South Unit becomes greatly diminished.  
Through development of this feasibility analysis, different options and scenarios have been 
identified that would include the 506 and surrounding range units, as well as exclude the 506 and 
involve other range units to the east.  Such inclusions are an attempt to increase the grazeable 
acres and thus the herd size for the South Unit.  These scenarios and options will be presented 
below as alternatives, and there are four of them. 
 
Note the Range Unit 505 is managed by the Tribal Lands Office.  All figures concerning acres, 
grazeable acres, and stocking rate were provided courtesy BIA.   
 
 
B. Proposed Alternatives for Buffalo Introduction to the South Unit 

The four alternatives to be described below are named as follows: 
• Alternative A:  The Stronghold Unit – Highway-to-Highway 
• Alternative B:  The Herding Alternative 
• Alternative C:  The Big Picture 
• Alternative D:  The Western Option 
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1. Alternative A:  The Stronghold Unit – Highway-to-Highway 

The original idea of running buffalo in the South Unit involved creating a free-roaming herd 
of buffalo that drifted the landscape and grazed as they saw fit.  The intent was to create a 
large space where buffalo could be buffalo, management would be minimal, and visitors 
could see them in this setting.  That idea included utilizing all the range units in the 
Stronghold Unit of Badlands National Park excluding those in the Palmer Creek Unit.  One 
large pasture would be available, with BIA Route 27 as the east boundary, BIA route 2 as the 
southern boundary (with the exception of private lands, homes, and builidings), BIA Route 
41 as the western boundary, and the north boundary was the defined north boundary of the 
Pine Ridge Reservation.  This configuration may be seen in Figure 8 below and is often 
known as “The Stronghold Area.” 

 

Alternative A includes the following range units:  501, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 510, 
515, 518, and 536.  Roughly 100,000 acres are involved in this scenario.   
 

Figure 8:  Map of Alternative A:  The Stronghold Unit.  This map shows the land base that composed the original 
idea of having a free-roaming herd of buffalo in the South Unit.  Dark red line is the Tribal National Park 
boundary.  The heavy yellow line is the originally-defined boundary for buffalo.  Yellow print denotes specific 
range units.  A version of this landscape is identified in this document as the preferred alternative.  Map courtesy 
BIA. 
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Alternative A:  Quick facts
Grazeable acres: 59,601
Year-round herd size (AUs): 1,072
Miles of fence required: 74

Implementing this alternative as defined by Figure 
8 requires adjustment of boundaries, for homes, 
businesses, and churches lie within that heavy 
yellow line.  A setback will be required between 
buffalo and these developments.  Specifically, the 

grazeable portions of RUs 501, 515, and 518 should reflect the TNP boundary (the red line in 
the Figure above), rather than the actual range unit boundary.  Further, altered boundaries 
will be required in RU 536 for more homes are found there. The grazeable acres, stocking 
rate, herd size, and management strategy for this alternative will be described in greater detail 
in the carrying capacity section below. 
 
Alternative A, of the four shown in this document, presents the alternative that most delivers 
the values and objectives of running a large herd of free-roaming buffalo in the South Unit. 
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2. Alternative B:  The Herding Alternative 

As stated previously, RU 506 offers a high percentage of grazeable acres as well as good 
forage.  However, due to the high concentration of allotted lands within the 506, OST may 
not include that RU, which led to the creation of Alternative B.  Further, should the 506 be 
excluded, little reason exists to include the adjacent 510, 536, and portions of the 508.  These 
exclusions greatly reduce acres available for grazing and also the buffalo herd size.  
 
In an effort to include more acres from the potential loss of the 506, and thereby maintain the 
herd size to somewhere near 1000 head, additional areas were sought in the nearby Palmer 
Creek Unit.  The Palmer Creek Unit lies to the east (see map in Figure 9 below) and contains 
abundant badlands formations.  The Palmer also contains RU 514, which would offer some 
forage if the 506 is not included for buffalo. 

 

Figure 9:  This map shows the land base of Alternative B.  The alternative assumes the loss of most of the highly 
productive and desirable RU 506, as well as the adjacent 510, 536, and most of 508.  The Palmer Creek Unit, 
lying to the southeast, offers some replacement acres and forage, and RU 514 is most attractive.  A portion of 506 
would need to be included under this alternative, for no viable means exists for buffalo to travel from the Palmer 
Creek Unit to the western reaches of the Stronghold Unit without creating a travel corridor. Under this 
alternative, buffalo must be herded from one grazing area to another.  Map courtesy BIA. 
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Alternative B:  Quick facts
Grazeable acres: 41,607
Year-round herd size (AUs): 753
Miles of fence required: 79

Under Alternative B, buffalo would need to be 
herded to/from the Palmer Creek Unit to find fresh 
forage.  Buffalo would travel from the 508 under 
BIA Route 27 and arrive at the Palmer’s 514.  Upon 
consuming the forage in the Palmer, they would be 

herded back to the Stronghold’s larger grazing areas toward its northern and western sides.    
 
In order for this alternative to work, a portion of the 506 would need to be included, for no 
means exists for buffalo to travel between the Palmer Creek Unit and the western reaches of 
the Stronghold (501, 503 515, 518).  Specifically, due to terrain and badlands formations (see 
Figure 10), buffalo could not walk from the Palmer Unit through the 507 and 504, and 
eventually arrive at the 503.  They would need to travel north through portions of the 508 and 
506 to eventually reach a gate (called “Cottonwood Pass”) in the 505 that would allow 
passage into the western reaches of the Stronghold.  In essence, a travel corridor would need 
to be constructed to allow movements of buffalo through the widespread grazing areas of the 
Stronghold.  This travel corridor was examined in February 2013.  While difficult, buffalo 
could pass through this travel corridor and make the journey from Palmer to the western 
portions of the Stronghold if they were herded.  The corridor is seen in Figure 9 above as a 
black line, which would require fencing. 

   
Creation of the travel corridor in RUs 508 and 506 would require fence construction along 
this entire length, totaling 11.4 miles.  Fence construction would be difficult in these broken 
soils and rolling hills of both range units, but would be possible.  An existing two-track road 
could be utilized for portions of fence construction, but much of the fence would be built in 
somewhat rough terrain. 
 

Figure 10:  The badlands wall on the boundary of RUs 507 and 504 that prevents buffalo from travelling east to 
west across the southern portion of the South Unit.  This wall would require use of portions of the 506 for 
buffalo to reach the western Stronghold. 
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When the travel corridor was examined in February 2013, cattle grazed the 506 in winter 
months.  Utilization of the 506 appeared to be concentrated toward the eastern portion of the 
range unit, where they were also given protein supplement.  Cattle minimally utilized the 
western portions of the 506 where this travel corridor would be constructed, so disruptions to 
existing livestock operations may be few.  That being said, the only viable route for the 
corridor’s fence would be through some allotted lands, which would affect multiple tribal 
members and perhaps the tribe itself.  
 
Implementing Alternative B would also require fencing in the Palmer’s RU 514.  Costs for 
all associated fencing will be described below.    
 
Grazeable acres, stocking rates, and herd size for this alternative will be described below in 
the carrying capacity section of this document. 
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Alternative C:  Quick facts
Grazeable acres: 63,325
Year-round herd size (AUs): 1,156
Miles of fence required: 88

3. Alternative C:  The Big Picture 

A third alternative would combine the highway-to-highway (Alternative A) idea with the 
Palmer Creek Unit’s RU 514.  This alternative would create the largest number of acres with 
the largest possible herd size.  A free-roaming buffalo herd could travel the Stronghold, but 
could also find forage in the Palmer’s 514 when they chose.  They would travel under BIA 
Route 27 to reach the Palmer Creek Unit as described in Alternative B above.  Figure 11 
below shows the land base of Alternative C. 

  

Figure 11:  Map showing acreage of Alternative C.  This alternative combines the original idea of the Stronghold 
(Alternative A) and adds RU 514 of the Palmer Creek Unit.  Buffalo would walk under a bridge on BIA Route 
27at Cottonwood Creek to reach the Palmer. Map courtesy BIA.  
 

Alternative C presents the largest idea of combining 
all lands of the Tribal National Park with utilizing 
almost all of the range units available for grazing 
buffalo.  In this alternative, buffalo would be free to 
graze the Stronghold as they saw fit.  They would 

access the same bridge under BIA Route 27 as specified in Alternative B, yet no one can be 
certain they will cross under this bridge on their own.  They may need to be herded under the 
highway to access Palmer Creek’s 514. 
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Alternative C also requires the most fencing to implement.  The entirety of the Stronghold 
must be fenced, and fence must be added to the northern side of Palmer Creek’s 514.  
Further, the corridor linking the two grazing areas must also be constructed.    
 
Grazeable acres, stocking rates, and herd size for this alternative will be described below in 
the carrying capacity section of this document. 
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Alternative D:  Quick facts
Grazeable acres: 28,010
Year-round herd size (AUs): 485
Miles of fence required: 40

4. Alternative D:  The Western Option - Only the Western Portions of the Stronghold 

A fourth and final alternative includes using only the western portions of the Stronghold 
(specifically, RUs 501, 518, 515, 503, and 505).  A map of this configuration may be seen in 
Figure 12 below. 

 

 
Figure 12:  Map of alternative D, which utilizes only the western portions of the Stronghold.  Should the 506 be 
excluded from buffalo grazing, then the low-producing eastern reaches of the South Unit may not be worth 
fencing.  This alternative may deliver the concept of a free-roaming buffalo herd at smaller scale, but with much 
simpler implementation.  Map courtesy BIA. 
 

Alternative D arises with the potential exclusion of 
the 506 from buffalo grazing and the simple 
realization that the eastern portions of the 
Stronghold (RUs 504, 507, 508, 510, and 536) are 
small in acreage and low in vegetative production.  

Without the 506, those smaller range units may not be worth including for buffalo.  
Alternative D presents the scaled-back version of the free-roaming buffalo herd, with greatly 
reduced fencing costs.  This alternative would be the cheapest and quickest to implement.  
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Alternative D has many ramifications for the visitor experience in the Tribal National Park.  
First, the visitor center is tentatively scheduled to be placed in the southeast portion of the 
Park, well away from the lands enclosed by Alternative D.  Second, viewing buffalo in these 
range units may be more difficult due to terrain and remoteness.  Third, corrals and buffalo 
handling facilities would be placed in remote settings, meaning access may be difficult.   
 
Grazeable acres, stocking rates, and herd size for this alternative will be described below in 
the carrying capacity section of this document. 
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C. Carrying Capacity 

Carrying capacity refers to the number of buffalo that may be run in a given grazing 
configuration in a certain amount of time.  The number of buffalo in the South Unit is highly 
dependent on such factors as grazing strategy, rangeland health, stocking rate, ages of animals, 
stock flow, and financial needs of the organization.  Note that the same piece of land may have 
different carrying capacities based on that important grazing strategy.  For example, if animals 
are left alone in a pasture (a strategy often known as “set stocking”), then they often do not 
utilize all forage available in a pasture.  Thus, the stocking rate, herd size, and therefore carrying 
capacity are less.  Conversely, if animals are managed more intensively, the stocking rate, herd 
size, and therefore carrying capacity oftentimes may be increased.  
 
Through conversations held regarding this feasibility analysis, general agreement seems to 
surround the notion that the buffalo herd in the South Unit should be “free roaming,” minimally 
managed, and allowed to utilize the landscape as the individual animals choose.  This, in 
essence, is a set-stocking strategy, and thus requires a conservative approach to herd size and 
carrying capacity.     
 
D. Stocking Rate 

Stocking rate is often expressed by the number of animals grazing an area in a certain amount of 
time.  A common unit to express that combination of animals and time is the animal unit month 
(AUM), which is often defined as roughly 1000 pounds of forage consumed in a month by a 
buffalo cow and her calf.  If 500 buffalo graze an area for a month, then 500 AUMs have been 
consumed.  If they graze 2000 acres for this month, then their stocking rate is said to be 0.25 
AUM/Acre.  More commonly, stocking rate is expressed as the reciprocal of the AUM/Ac, 
which is the Ac/AUM.  So, 0.25 AUM/Ac equals 4 Ac/AUM.  Expressing stocking rates in acres 
per AUM is practiced by both OSPRA and BIA, so this analysis will feature stocking rates in 
that way.     
 
E. Stocking Rate on the South Unit 

BIA has done much work in recent years to determine the correct stocking rate for South Unit 
soils and range units.  Their work is a combination of vegetative clipping data, combined with 
older Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) stocking rate determination.  BIA 
examines their vegetative data, as measured by production and plant species composition in a 
certain soil type, correlates these data with a recommended NRCS stocking rate, and arrives at a 
herd size per soil type.  When all the soil types are combined, BIA arrives at a year-round herd 
size for a particular range unit (personal communication, Lionel Weston, Shawn Patton, Hayes 
Haas, BIA, February 27, 2013).  BIA stocking rate figures will be used to determine correct herd 
size for each of the alternatives described above.  BIA intends to be conservative when 
recommending stocking rates to ensure that rangeland health may be maintained and sufficient 
forage is allocated for wildlife.  Further, BIA figures examine grazeable acres, and forage 
contributions of rugged badlands soils are discounted to ensure rangelands are not overstocked in 
this set-stocking scenario.  For extensive analysis of stocking the South Unit, see Appendices B 
and C.   
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The figures below show stocking rates, herd sizes, and grazeable acres under each alternative. 
 

1. Alternative A:  Stocking rate by range unit, herd size, and grazeable acres. 

Under Alternative A, the herd size would 
be 1072 buffalo year-round.  Alternative 
1 also includes 59,601 grazeable acres, 
which is roughly 60% of the total acreage 
available.  Note that RU 506 offers 33% 
of this alternative’s total capacity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2. Alternative B:  Stocking rate, herd size, and grazeable acres. 

In Alternative B, the herd size for “The 
Herding Alternative” would be reduced 
to 753 buffalo year-round.  With loss of 
most of the 506 and inclusion of the 
Palmer Creek Unit’s 514, grazeable 
acres would be 41,607.  The 514 and 
partial use of the 506 would only replace 
about half of the AUMs offered by the 
506. 
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3.  Alternative C:  Stocking rate, herd size, and grazeable acres. 

Alternative C offers the big picture 
alternative of including all of the 
Stronghold’s range units, the 514 from 
the Palmer Unit, and the corridor between 
the two.  Total herd size is 1156 buffalo 
year-round, with 63,325 grazeable acres.  
Note that the inclusion of the Palmer’s 
514 only increases the herd size by 84 
head.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

4. Alternative D: Stocking rate, herd size, and grazeable acres. 

Alternative 4 offers the cheapest and 
simplest alternative to implement.  In 
these western portions of the 
Stronghold, the herd size totals 485 
buffalo year-round, with 28,010 
grazeable acres.   
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F. Buffalo Introduction 

Currently, no buffalo are present in the South Unit.  In the mid-1980s, OST briefly ran buffalo in 
RU 505, with limited success due to escape.  Under a new management proposal, the buffalo 
would have access to more range units and more forage, with the expectation that they would be 
less likely to have the desire to escape. 
 
Buffalo herds in North America can be classified based on a spectrum from conservation herds 
to production herds.  A conservation herd may be loosely defined as one that is free roaming 
(meaning utilizes few pastures), is rarely handled, possesses the wild characteristics of North 
America’s ancient buffalo, is self-sustaining, and maintains genetic integrity and a natural age 
structure and sex ratio.  These are herds that are not managed for production purposes  By 
contrast, a production herd is often more intensively managed:  the animals may be herded into 
different pastures to improve animal performance, rangeland health, and wildlife habitat; more 
specific culling and genetics management is practiced; and a much greater focus lies on financial 
wellbeing of the herd unit. 
 
Such factors as herd size, landscape size, ecological interactions, human interactions, geography, 
health/genetics, and sociopolitical environment may be qualitatively evaluated to understand 
how a buffalo herd may be classified.  Such factors, and the qualitative descriptions that 
accompany them, provide insight regarding how a herd contributes to various efforts to restore 
buffalo to North America. 
 
Sanderson et al (2008) provide a qualitative scoring mechanism to evaluate how buffalo herds 
may contribute to ecological restoration of buffalo in North America (see the full matrix 
document in Appendix D).  “Large” scores suggest the herd will contribute much to ecological 
restoration, while the “modest” and “small” scores suggest a smaller contribution based on each 
factor.   
 
Externally, as restoration efforts of buffalo gain momentum, buffalo in the South Unit would be 
part of a large herd with genetics from Badlands National Park that may be in future demand.  
The OST has a financial, cultural, ecological, and political incentive to ensure that a herd in the 
South Unit remains genetically and functionally intact, for they are part of a unique restoration 
effort, and they represent a cultural success story for the tribe.  Internally, maintaining such a 
herd not only provides healthy, grass-fed meat for tribal members, but the buffalo is an extension 
of the people, as Black Elk so ably put it in the opening pages of this document. 
 
With that background, a South Unit buffalo herd would be self-sustaining, largely unmanaged, 
and generally viewed as a conservation herd rather than a production herd.  Emphasis would be 
on allowing natural processes of selection and allowing for a more natural sex ratio and age class 
distribution via random culling through hunting, mobile harvest for slaughter, and shipment of 
surplus animals. 
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G. Target Herd Structures and Stocking Scenarios 

Sample herd structures for each alternative are presented below.  These structures assume a 1:1 
bull to cow ratio (which often arises naturally in free-roaming, minimal handling situations).  
Conception rates are modeled in middle of the broad range experience by the North Unit of BNP, 
between 25% and 80%, depending on forage conditions.  The number of anticipated annual 
surplus animals is shown, with an approximate value, which may be captured through the sale of 
hunts, meat, or the transfer of animals to OST’s other herds, other tribes, or other conservation 
herds.  A total head count is shown, comprising the animals that would be left on the South Unit 
each fall after roundup, when surplus animals have been shipped or harvested. 
 
H. 5-year Stock Flow and Growth Strategy 

Below each herd structure is a description of the stocking scenarios for supplying the South Unit 
with buffalo over a period of years with surplus animals from the North Unit.  The assumption is 
that beginning in Year 1, approximately 180 head will be sent from the North Unit annually, 
evenly split among males and females of yearling age and older.  Detailed sheets illustrating the 
introduction process for each Alternative are in Appendices D-G.  These herd sheets show rough 
revenue estimates; detailed sales estimates, which result in slightly different revenues are shown 
in Appendices H-K. 
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1. Target Herd Structure: Alternative A 

 
 

• 720 head added over 4 years, 180 per year. 
• Target herd size reached in Year 5 after first introduction of buffalo. 
• E.g., if animals were first added in 2015, no animals would need to be added in 2019, 

and the herd would be able to supply the surplus described above in 2020. 
• A 5-year stocking scenario for this alternative is shown in Appendix D. 
• AUs means animal units. 

330 1

70% 15

40% 6

100% 59,601

100% 56

AU's: available = 1,072 required = 1,072 0

hd cnt Annual Surplus hd cnt est wgt $/lb total
female calves = 116 f clvs to sell = 0 325 $1.90 $0
f clvs retained = 116 1.5 yr f to buy (-)or sell = 53 500 $1.90 $50,350

yrlg f to breed (1.5) = 63 2.5 yr open f to sell = 38 750 $1.50 $42,750
 bred rplmn'ts (2.5's) = 25  3 yr+ cows to cull & sell = 25 1050 $1.05 $27,563

male calves = 116 m clvs to sell = 0 365 $2.10 $0
m calves retained = 116  1.5 yr m to buy (-) or sell = 50 605 $2.10 $63,525

yrlg bulls (1.5) = 66 2 yr+ bulls to cull & sell = 66 1250 $1.80 $148,500
mature bulls (2.5+) = 330 Annual Surplus 232 net value = $332,688

 hd cnt AU's/hd AU's Rqr'd hd cnt AU's/hd AU's Rqr'd

3 yr+ cows = 330 1.00 330 2 yr+ bulls = 330 1.50 495

yearling females = 116 0.65 75 yearling males = 116 0.75 87

2yr females = 63 0.80 50 232 0.15 35
Head Count in Summer: Total: 1,187

Alternative A: The Stronghold Unit

Average Annual Production Projections at Capacity

Biological Variables

mature cow herd (3 yr+ breeding) = cows/bull (2 yr+ bulls) =

From Highway to Highway

mature cow herd - weaning % = avg age mature cows culled =

2yr female conception rate = avg age breeding bulls culled =

 % of female calves retained = bison acres available =

Head Counts are in the Fall post Roundup

 % of male calves retained = anticipated acres/AU =

AU's +/- =

 Production Projections - annual averages

 AU Projections for Summer Following Roundup

Calves =
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2. Target Herd Structure: Alternative B 

 
 

• 540 head added over 3 years, 180 per year. 
• Target herd size reached in Year 4 after first introduction of buffalo. 
• E.g., if animals were first added in 2015, no animals would need to be added in 2018, 

and the herd would be able to supply the surplus described above in 2019. 
• A 5-year stocking scenario for this alternative is shown in Appendix E. 
• AUs means animal units. 

  

230 1

70% 15

40% 6

100% 41,607

100% 55

AU's: available = 753 required = 749 4

hd cnt Annual Surplus hd cnt est wgt $/lb total
female calves = 81 f clvs to sell = 0 325 $1.90 $0
f clvs retained = 81 1.5 yr f to buy (-)or sell = 36 500 $1.90 $34,200

yrlg f to breed (1.5) = 45 2.5 yr open f to sell = 27 750 $1.50 $30,375
 bred rplmn'ts (2.5's) = 18  3 yr+ cows to cull & sell = 18 1050 $1.05 $19,845

male calves = 81 m clvs to sell = 0 365 $2.10 $0
m calves retained = 81  1.5 yr m to buy (-) or sell = 35 605 $2.10 $44,468

yrlg bulls (1.5) = 46 2 yr+ bulls to cull & sell = 46 1250 $1.80 $103,500
mature bulls (2.5+) = 230 Annual Surplus 162 net value = $232,388

 hd cnt AU's/hd AU's Rqr'd hd cnt AU's/hd AU's Rqr'd

3 yr+ cows = 230 1.00 230 2 yr+ bulls = 230 1.50 345

yearling females = 81 0.65 53 yearling males = 81 0.75 61

2yr females = 45 0.80 36 162 0.15 24
Head Count in Summer: Total: 829

mature cow herd - weaning % = avg age mature cows culled =

Alternative B: The Herding Alternative

Average Annual Production Projections at Capacity

Biological Variables

mature cow herd (3 yr+ breeding) = cows/bull (2 yr+ bulls) =

Part of the Stronghold Unit + Palmer Creek Unit

2yr female conception rate = avg age breeding bulls culled =

 % of female calves retained = bison acres available =

 % of male calves retained = anticipated acres/AU =

AU's +/- =

 Production Projections - annual averages

Head Counts are in the Fall post Roundup

 AU Projections for Summer Following Roundup

Calves =
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3. Target Herd Structure: Alternative C 

 
 

• 720 head added over 4 years, 180 per year. 
• Target herd size reached in Year 5 after first introduction of buffalo. 
• E.g., if animals were first added in 2015, no animals would need to be added in 2019, 

and the herd would be able to supply the surplus described above in 2020. 
• A 5-year stocking scenario for this alternative is shown in Appendix F. 
• AUs means animal units. 

  

355 1

70% 15

40% 6

100% 63,325

100% 55

AU's: available = 1,156 required = 1,153 3

hd cnt Annual Surplus hd cnt est wgt $/lb total
female calves = 124 f clvs to sell = 0 325 $1.90 $0
f clvs retained = 124 1.5 yr f to buy (-)or sell = 56 500 $1.90 $53,200

yrlg f to breed (1.5) = 68 2.5 yr open f to sell = 41 750 $1.50 $46,125
 bred rplmn'ts (2.5's) = 27  3 yr+ cows to cull & sell = 27 1050 $1.05 $29,768

male calves = 124 m clvs to sell = 0 365 $2.10 $0
m calves retained = 124  1.5 yr m to buy (-) or sell = 53 605 $2.10 $67,337

yrlg bulls (1.5) = 71 2 yr+ bulls to cull & sell = 71 1250 $1.80 $159,750
mature bulls (2.5+) = 355 Annual Surplus 248 net value = $356,179

 hd cnt AU's/hd AU's Rqr'd hd cnt AU's/hd AU's Rqr'd

3 yr+ cows = 355 1.00 355 2 yr+ bulls = 355 1.50 533

yearling females = 124 0.65 81 yearling males = 124 0.75 93

2yr females = 68 0.80 54 248 0.15 37
Head Count in Summer: Total: 1,274

mature cow herd - weaning % = avg age mature cows culled =

Alternative C: The Big Idea

Average Annual Production Projections at Capacity

Biological Variables

mature cow herd (3 yr+ breeding) = cows/bull (2 yr+ bulls) =

The Stronghold Unit + Palmer Creek Unit

2yr female conception rate = avg age breeding bulls culled =

 % of female calves retained = bison acres available =

 % of male calves retained = anticipated acres/AU =

AU's +/- =

 Production Projections - annual averages

Head Counts are in the Fall post Roundup

 AU Projections for Summer Following Roundup

Calves =
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4. Target Herd Structure: Alternative D 

 
 

• 360 head added over 2 years, 180 per year. 
• Target herd size reached in Year 4 after first introduction of buffalo. 
• E.g., if animals were first added in 2015, and no more animals were added in 2017, 

the herd would reach the target herd structure in the fall of 2018.  Alternative D 
would be able to supply the surplus described above in 2018 for males and 2019 for 
the females. 

• A 5-year stocking scenario for this alternative is shown in Appendix D. 
• AUs means animal units. 

  

150 1

70% 15

40% 6

100% 28,010

100% 58

AU's: available = 485 required = 489 -4

hd cnt Annual Surplus hd cnt est wgt $/lb total
female calves = 53 f clvs to sell = 0 325 $1.90 $0
f clvs retained = 53 1.5 yr f to buy (-)or sell = 23 500 $1.90 $21,850

yrlg f to breed (1.5) = 30 2.5 yr open f to sell = 18 750 $1.50 $20,250
 bred rplmn'ts (2.5's) = 12  3 yr+ cows to cull & sell = 12 1050 $1.05 $13,230

male calves = 53 m clvs to sell = 0 365 $2.10 $0
m calves retained = 53  1.5 yr m to buy (-) or sell = 23 605 $2.10 $29,222

yrlg bulls (1.5) = 30 2 yr+ bulls to cull & sell = 30 1250 $1.80 $67,500
mature bulls (2.5+) = 150 Annual Surplus 106 net value = $152,052

 hd cnt AU's/hd AU's Rqr'd hd cnt AU's/hd AU's Rqr'd

3 yr+ cows = 150 1.00 150 2 yr+ bulls = 150 1.50 225

yearling females = 53 0.65 34 yearling males = 53 0.75 40

2yr females = 30 0.80 24 106 0.15 16
Head Count in Summer: Total: 542

mature cow herd - weaning % = avg age mature cows culled =

The Western Portions of the Stronhold Unit
Alternative D: The Western Option

Average Annual Production Projections at Capacity

Biological Variables

mature cow herd (3 yr+ breeding) = cows/bull (2 yr+ bulls) =

2yr female conception rate = avg age breeding bulls culled =

 % of female calves retained = bison acres available =

 % of male calves retained = anticipated acres/AU =

AU's +/- =

 Production Projections - annual averages

Head Counts are in the Fall post Roundup

 AU Projections for Summer Following Roundup

Calves =
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I. Buffalo Infrastructure and Staffing 

1. Fencing 

Barbed-wire fencing intended for holding cattle may be found on the South Unit’s perimeter, 
as well as in some internal locations for dividing individual range units.  Based on findings 
from development of this feasibility study, it is recommended that all new buffalo fence be 
constructed for each alternative.  Further, new corrals must be constructed based on NPS 
specifications to process the South Unit’s herd. 
 
Note:  buffalo currently graze pastures to the north of the Stronghold.  Those animals have 
been known to escape into the Stronghold, and the fence between the two grazing areas is a 
4-wire barbed fence well past its useful life (Personal communications, Shawn Patton, 
Melvin Tippits, BIA, March 1, 2013).  Thus, new fencing is recommended here to prevent 
mixing of the two herds.  
 
New fencing will be required for each of the four alternatives.  All fencing must be designed 
for the dual purpose of confining buffalo while allowing passage of the South Unit’s 
migrating wildlife species.  Badlands National Park specifications suggest the following 
wires and spacing (as measured from the ground up) to hold buffalo and be wildlife friendly 
(Figure 13): 
 

 
Figure 13:  Badlands National Park fence specifications.  Source: Kenner, B, 2011. 
 
Cost for such fencing is $15,000 per mile, based on current North Unit fencing costs and 
specifications.  For each alternative, costs of construction appear in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14:  Miles and cost of fence for each alternative.   

 
Alternative A assumes creating a new fence around the entire Stronghold.  Alternative B 
requires slightly more fence because it requires construction of fence through the Range Unit 
506/508 travel corridor, as well as construction of fence in the Palmer Creek Unit and its 
travel corridor.  Alternative C requires the most fencing, for it encompasses the Stronghold, 
the Palmer Unit, and the corridor linking the two.  Alternative D requires the least fence and 
utilizes badlands walls as the eastern boundary, which would require no fence.   The financial 
documents found below display operations costs and capital expenditures relative to revenue 
for each of these alternatives.  However, cost of fence per buffalo may be calculated as 
follows: 
 

• Alternative A:  $1,028 per head 
• Alternative B:  $1,558 per head 
• Alternative C:  $1,131 per head 
• Alternative D:  $1,237 per head 

 

2. Corrals 

No handling facilities exist in either the South or Palmer Units, so new corrals must be built.   
 
Because corrals would likely lie 
within the TNP, they would 
therefore need to be built to 
National Park Service 
specifications.  The actual location 
of the corrals would likely depend 
on which alternative is chosen.  If 
Alternative A, C, or D is chosen, 
the corrals would likely be 
constructed in the vicinity of 
Cottonwood Pass (near the gate 
that leads between Range Units 
505 and 506).  If Alternative B is 
chosen, corrals would likely be 
located in Range Unit 507, which 
forms the travel corridor to the 
north, as well as the travel corridor to 
the Palmer Unit. Figure 15:  Photo of existing corrals in the North Unit. 
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Estimated cost of the corrals large enough to handle the South Unit’s buffalo herd and meet 
NPS specifications is $500,000.  This cost is comparable to constructing the existing corrals 
found at the North Unit (Figure 15). 
 
3. Water 

Stock water availability is mixed in the South Unit, depending on location.  In the larger 
range units like the 505 and 506, satisfactory stock water was available in the form of 
ephemeral streams, wetlands, and reservoirs.  Conversely, stock water is limited in areas like 
Range Unit 518 and portions of the 503.  Further, implementation of each alternative will 
require fencing of the Cheyenne River in Range Units 501 and 515.  This major water source 
will be lost to buffalo, and water in this productive part of the South Unit becomes limiting.   

 
4. Current Equipment 

No vehicles, ATVs, tools, and/or other capital equipment currently exits to run buffalo on the 
South Unit.  It is intended that all such equipment be NPS property and funded via the Park 
budget. 
 
5. Staffing 

It is intended that the TNP have NPS base-funded staff to provide most of the expertise and 
workers for buffalo management, much like the North Unit.  These could be positions such 
as a wildlife biologist with a bison technician at the minimum.  Further, fence construction 
and maintenance crews will be required, which would require near and extended-term 
staffing and funding.   

 

J. Buffalo Shipping and Receiving 

Buffalo would be received at the corrals, which would vary in location based on which 
alternative is chosen.  Ideally, there would be some type of gathering/receiving traps in the 
vicinity of the corral to be used as acclimation pens once the buffalo arrive from the North Unit.  
Having an acclimation period of a few weeks will make it easier to get the buffalo in the corrals 
in future years when they will need to be gathered every year or every other year. 
 
Shipping would not be a major part of the buffalo operations, as most would be harvested in the 
field through a mobile processing unit or via hunting.  It is important that trucks and trailers 
could get to the corrals, while semi-trailers would be advantageous but not mandatory.  The most 
buffalo that would be moving in or out of the South unit would occur during the stocking phase 
which would last approximately 3-5 years if 180 to 200 surplus animals were brought annually 
from the North Unit 
 
K. Buffalo Marketing 

Buffalo marketing would largely follow the same paths as in other OST pastures.  Animals 
would be marketed through a combination of hunts, field harvest for ceremonial uses, dispersal 
of surplus animals through a Share Cropping program, and some field harvest for slaughter.  The 
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emphasis being on a free-roaming conservation herd rather than production would lead to less 
calves and weight gain each year and less harvest required to keep the herd in balance with the 
forage available. 
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V. BUFFALO FINANCIAL PLAN 

A. General Description 

Buffalo on the South Unit will be managed cooperatively through NPS and OST on the Tribal 
National Park.  For the purpose of this feasibility study, the only revenues and expenses 
considered are those directly associated with the buffalo management and marketing.  The 
infrastructure is assumed to be addressed by the overall South Unit management budget. 
  
B. Revenues  

Revenues to the South Unit buffalo program would come from the sale or donation of harvest 
animals, contribution of animals to a Share Cropper program, hunts of surplus bulls, and sales of 
market quality 2 and 3 year old animals through a mobile harvest operation such as Sustainable 
Harvest Alliance (SHA).  Donation or contribution of animals would be considered non-cash 
revenues, and sales of animals would be considered cash revenues. 
 
For the sake of discussion, we assume a scenario where 180 buffalo are introduced annually 
beginning in Year 1, and include cash and non-cash revenues in the calculations.  None of the 
Alternatives would show any revenue for the first two years of introduction (Years 1 and 2).  
Alternatives A, B, and D will begin to show revenues in the Year 3 of buffalo introduction, while 
Alternative C would not show any revenues until Year 4 of buffalo introduction.  After reaching 
the target herd size and a relatively stable economic status, Alternatives A and C would yield the 
highest revenues from buffalo operations, at $330,920 and $336,788, respectively, in Year 6.   
The table below (Figure 16) summarizes approximate timing and amount of steady state 
revenues. 
 

 
Figure 16: Estimated timing and total revenue (cash and non-cash) of buffalo surplus from the South Unit for each 
alternative, with introduction of 180 buffalo per year from the North Unit beginning in Year 1.  “Steady State” refers to the 
target herd size. 
 
Detailed multi-year revenue tables (cash and non-cash) for each alternative are shown in 
Appendices H-K. 
 
C. Operating Expenses 

Depending on the Alternative chosen, the buffalo in the South Unit would have almost no 
management to moderate management.  Alternatives A and D would require the least amount of 
management, and therefore labor costs, since the buffalo would never have to be moved or 

Alternative
First Year of 

Revenue
Year Target 

Herd  Reached

Year Economic 
Steady State 

Reached

Steady State        
Buffalo Revenue   

(Cash + Non-Cash)

Annual Buffalo 
Surplus (hd)

A 3 5 6 $330,920 253
B 3 4 5 $244,935 190
C 4 5 6 $336,788 260
D 3 4 5 $144,075 105
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herded under Highway 27.  Alternatives B and C would require more labor to herd the buffalo 
through a corridor to the Palmer Unit.  The division of labor among the buffalo management 
entity and NPS, the land and infrastructure manager. is unclear.  The expenses in the scenario 
described include all expenses directly related to managing and marketing the buffalo herd, but 
not the infrastructure associated with the buffalo. 
 
The different alternatives would require different levels of seasonal labor to manage the buffalo.  
Estimated operating expenses are shown in the 5-year pro-forma Profit and Loss Statements in 
Appendix L. 
 
The continued payment of BIA Range Leases in the Bison Conservation Area under any of the 
proposed alternatives is unclear at this time.  The Range Leases in question are a significant 
economic contribution to the OST.  The affected Range Leases would vary from approximately 
$100,000 annually for Alternative D to $260,000 for Alternative C.  Further, some of those 
leases involve allotted lands, meaning OST and perhaps several individuals could be affected by 
alteration of these leases.    
 
D. Capital Expenditures 

The South Unit buffalo management entity would have minimal staff and likewise limited 
equipment needs.  Two pickups and two ATVs should suffice, with one of the ATVs being a 
side-by-side UTV.  A large stock trailer for the occasional hauling of buffalo would also be 
required, and a small trailer to move ATVs or the UTV would be necessary. 
 
No water improvements would be considered, and the corrals and fences would be capital 
expenses through NPS, rather than the buffalo management entity. 
 

E. Multi -Year Economic Contributions to the Oglala Sioux Tribe 

Estimated annual contributions to OST are shown in Appendices L-O.  The contribution can be 
classified as cash and non-cash benefits to OST.  Cash benefits include buffalo sales, hunts, lease 
payments, and salaries associated with the South Unit Tribal National Park.  Non-cash benefits 
include donated ceremonial or breeding animals and the value of buffalo inventory increases. 
 
The table below (Figure 17) summarizes the Economic Contribution from each alternative when 
a steady state has been reached. 
 

 
 
 Figure 17: Estimated Net Operating Income (Cash and Non-Cash) for each Alternative at Steady State. 

Alternative
Year Economic 

Steady State 
Reached

Total Economic 
Benefit (Cash)

Total Economic Benefit 
(Cash + Non-Cash)

A 6 $196,849 $416,537
B 5 $171,542 $330,552
C 6 $203,237 $422,404
D 5 $84,306 $212,001
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VI. SUMMARY TABLE OF ALTERNATIVES 

 
Figure 18:  A comparison of various attributes for each of the four alternatives shown in this document. 
  

Comparison of South Unit Alternatives

Stronghold Herding Big Picture West
CRITERIA Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C Alternative D
Ecological

Grazeable acres 59,601 41,607 63,325 28,010
Herd size 1072 753 1156 485

Capital
Miles of fence required 74 79 88 40
Cost of fence @$15,000 per mile $1,110,000 $1,185,000 $1,320,000 $600,000
Corral cost $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000
Total fence/corral cost $1,610,000 $1,685,000 $1,820,000 $1,100,000
Ease of fence construction, given terrain Moderate Difficult Moderate Moderate

Timing
Year target herd size reached* 5 4 5 4

Financial
Buffalo revenue (Cash & Non-cash, Year 6 ) $330,920 $244,935 $336,788 $144,075
Cost of fence per buffalo $1,028 $1,558 $1,131 $1,237

Cultural/Social/Visitors
Ability to see buffalo from visitor center Yes Timing dependent Yes No
Buffalo used for education/outreach Yes Yes Yes Yes

*Assuming buffalo first stocked in Year 1
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VII. RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE 

Which Alternative should be chosen?  This decision ultimately rests with the Tribe.  OST must 
make this decision and must live with the consequences of that choice.  This feasibility study 
was commissioned to help the Tribe make its choice by providing information on science of the 
landscape, financial implications of the buffalo herd, and the management strategy required to 
sustain that herd.   
 
Ultimately, the choice of an alternative is about correlating the on-the-ground management 
strategy of buffalo with the vision, values, and objectives of the OST and NPS.  To achieve the 
goals of running a free-roaming, minimally-managed buffalo herd numbering at least 1000 
animals, the best alternative to choose is Alternative A.  
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VIII. APPENDICES 

Appendix A:  Maps 

Figures 19 & 20:  Maps of Badlands National Park area.  (Source: badlands.national-park.com) 
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Figure 21:  Map showing all range units in the South Unit.  Map courtesy BIA. 
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Figure 22:  Map showing ownership of lands around the South Unit.  Map courtesy BIA.  
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Appendix B:  Acreages, Range Production, and Carrying Capacity 

Much mention is made in this document regarding stocking rate and carrying capacity of the 
South Unit’s range units.  For this feasibility study, three different methods of calculating 
stocking rate were examined:  1)  BIA methods, 2) NRCS Web Soil Survey, and 3) North Unit of 
Badlands National Park.  Each will be reviewed in this appendix.  Ultimately, the BIA’s method 
of determining herd size and thus stocking rate was chosen for use in this document.  This is due 
to the conservative nature of the process and that the South Unit’s grazing management strategy 
will be set stocking, a strategy for which BIA’s methodologies were designed.  BIA utilizes 
much rangeland and vegetative production data to determine stocking rates, which well fit the 
strategy to be implemented.    
 
BIA Method 
The first method is used by BIA.  BIA has done much work in recent years to determine the 
correct stocking rate for South Unit soils and range units.  In 2005, vegetative productivity and 
soils data were studied, and vegetative clippings were taken to increase knowledge of 
production.  BIA uses production and plant species composition to assign an overall condition 
class for a particular ecological site.  Then, using standardized (and a bit old) NRCS stocking 
rate tables, a stocking rate is assigned to a particular soil type in a range unit.  Once stocking 
rates and acres for each soil type in a range unit are known, BIA simply calculates the year-round 
buffalo herd size for that range unit.  BIA assigns a 50% utilization rate for forage consumption 
in the South Unit. 
 
BIA also removes productive contributions for 
certain soils.  In particular, BIA assigns a level 
of production of 0 pounds per acre to “Breaks” 
soils (Br in the old NRCS soil map units (See 
Appendix C below)).  For Badlands soils (Ba in 
the old map units), BIA discounts production to 
25% of the NRCS-suggested production level.  
BIA’s method of discounting also allows for 
determination of the number of grazeable acres 
by range unit.  The intent of this exercise is to be 
as conservative with stocking rates as possible in 
these breaks and badlands soils.  
 
Note that BIA was not overly happy with the 
2005 vegetative production work that was done 
in the South Unit.  The agency found that 
production figures sometimes tended to be well 
above/below what their own research suggested, 
which required further corrections to 
recommended stocking rate.  The iterative 
process described here has resulted in 
conservative stocking rates that should work 
well for a set stocking grazing strategy.  
 

Figure 23:  The output of BIA’s stocking rates 
analysis for all units in the Tribal National Park.  
Data courtesy of BIA.   
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Several BIA representatives were quite helpful in explaining their methodology through phone 
calls, emails, and in-person conversations in February 2013, and we thank them for their patience 
and explanations. 
 
Web Soil Survey Method 
The second method utilized for determining stocking rates was NRCS’s Web Soil Survey (WSS) 
(http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/HomePage.htm).  NRCS performed vegetative 
production work in the South Unit in 2011, and their data have been incorporated into the WSS.  
Stocking rates and herd sizes may also be generated using this database.  Using BIA’s shape files 
for a given range unit, WSS provides vegetative productivity in pounds per acre for each soil 
type in the area of interest.  For this analysis, only data from unfavorable precipitation years was 
examined, for in a set-stocking strategy, the best approach is to stock an area for dry years (this 
allows for a conservative stocking rate).  Vegetative production data may be seen for all of the 
South Unit’s range units below.   
 
Second, in an effort to be conservative with stocking rate, production was set to zero for any area 
whose soil name contained the word “Badlands.”  These soils tended to occur on steeper slopes 
and had relatively low levels of vegetative production.  Note that South Dakota NRCS personnel 
were contacted for this feasibility analysis regarding this discounting tactic (Sandy Huber, 
2/18/13, Kent Cooley 2/19/13, Stan Boltz 2/20,27/13, and James Westerman 2/27/13).  NRCS 
generally advised against the tactic, for the effort would likely discount production too much.  
Those badlands soils often do have productive contributions, and they should be considered.  
However, in an effort to be as conservative as possible for set stocking the unit, the practice was 
continued.  This likely greatly reduced the South Unit’s herd size and also resulted in fewer 
grazeable acres than BIA’s analysis. 
 
Third, once total production of all range units was known, a utilization rate was assigned.  In this 
case 40% utilization was assigned (versus BIA’s 50%).  Total plant production was thus 
multiplied by 40%.  This was called effective production, or that to be consumed by buffalo.  
The 40% utilization rate should also allow remaining forage for the Unit’s wildlife, and for old 
plant material to fall to the soil surface where it is called litter.  Litter helps cover the soil surface 
and prevent erosion. 
 
Forth, daily consumption per head was assigned at 30 pounds per buffalo per day.  Thus, the 
effective production was divided by 30 pounds.  Note that no correction for animal unit 
equivalents was made with this calculation.  That is, no corrections for metabolic weight 
(weaned calves will eat less forage each day than mature bulls).  In an effort to be conservative, 
30 pounds per day should allow much forage remaining behind for wildlife and to cover the soil. 
 
Lastly, the grazing duration had to be figured in.  The set stocking strategy called for year-round 
grazing, so the result of the last calculation was further divided by 365 days.   
 
The result of this effort produced the herd size for the South Unit as may be seen in Figure 24 
below.   

http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/HomePage.htm
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Figure 24:  Calculated herd sizes and stocking rates for major range units as produced by soil data in NRCS’s 
Web Soil Survey. AUs are animal units, AUMs are animal unit months, ADAs are animal days per acre (a 
commonly-used stocking rate) and Ac/AUM (another commonly used-stocking rate). 
 
When comparing BIA calculations to those derived from the WSS, BIA’s grazeable acres tend to 
be higher, while stocking rate tends to be lower.  The differences may be seen in Figure 25 
below. 

 
Figure 25:  A comparison of grazeable acres, stocking rate, and herd size using two different methods of 
calculation.  Stocking rate is expressed here as acres per animal unit.  Thus, using BIA’s calculations, 54 acres 
are required to feed a buffalo cow and her calf for a year, while 31 acres are required (higher stocking rate) 
using the WSS method. Both efforts intend to be conservative with planned stocking of the South Unit. 
 
The major differences between these methods rely largely on the use of NRCS methods.  BIA 
uses older NRCS range site guides (through their “Range Tool” package) where a stocking rate 
is assigned based on condition of the area of interest.  Using the WSS, a stocking rate may only 
be determined once the herd size has been calculated.  Fundamentally, the two approaches are 
two different systems that produce two different results.   
 
Because of its greater conservatism, BIA’s initial stocking rates have been recommended in this 
document for initial stocking of the South Unit.  When placing buffalo in a new area, a 
conservative approach that allows buffalo to learn their new home has merit. 
 
Badlands National Park – North Unit Stocking Rates 
The third comparable for determining stocking rate came from the nearby North Unit.  This unit 
had been utilizing a set-stocking, free-roaming grazing strategy for many years, and utilizing 
those stocking rates and herd sizes as comparables may be instructive.  Through conversations 
with NPS staff, the North Unit’s 64,000 acres is intended to be stocked at 400 animals in dry 
years, 500 head in normal precipitation years, and up to 800 head in wet years.  Assuming all 
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64,000 acres are grazeable, stocking rate would range from 160 Ac/AU in dry years to 80 
Ac/AUM in wet years (personal communication, Eddie Childers, Badlands National Park, March 
4, 2013).   
 
Comparing these three approaches for stocking the South Unit leads to calculations seen in 
Figure 26 below. 
 

 
Figure 26:  Three comparables exist for determining stocking rates on the South Unit:  BIA methods, web soil 
survey calculations, and the neighboring BLNP North Unit.  Stocking rate here is expressed as number of acres 
required to feed a buffalo cow and her calf for one year (acres per animal unit).  Herd size is the year-round 
number of buffalo on the Unit.   
 
These figures show wide variation in stocking rate between the three comparables.  Because of 
such discrepancy, a conservative approach is recommended in this document and the 
accompanying management plan to stock the South Unit.  Further, monitoring is recommended 
to evaluate how buffalo graze the landscape.  With the set-stocking strategy, buffalo will likely 
use some areas heavily, while other areas are grazed minimally.  Only vegetative monitoring will 
determine the correct number of buffalo to be run on the South Unit as they are gradually placed 
there through time.   
 
Vegetative production tables for the South and Palmer Units are shown below. 
 
Data in these tables were taken from NRCS’s Web Soil Survey.  Columns include map unit code, 
map unit name (soil name), pounds of production in unfavorable years, acres in the select 
location (area of interest, or “AOI”), percentage of AOI involved in soil unit, and total 
production.  Note that Web Soil Survey only allows an analysis area of 10,000 acres, so larger 
range units like the 506 had to be broking into more than one analysis unit. 
 
It is highly recommended that grazing managers implement utilization monitoring techniques to 
determine how buffalo graze the South Unit.  In particular, utilization mapping offers a quick, 
reliable, cheap, repeatable, and highly useful technique for determining how buffalo graze.  Such 
mapping will provide the best picture regarding the proper herd size for the South Unit.     
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Appendix C:  NRCS Soil Map Unit Conversions 

When examining soils in the South Unit in 2011, NRCS renamed and reconfigured previous soil 
complexes.  To fully compare data from the Web Soil Survey and its vegetative production 
figures to the BIA stocking rate guides, these conversion tables must be used to translate between 
older and newer NRCS soil map units. (Source:  James Westerman, South Dakota NRCS.) 
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Appendix D: Multi-Year Stocking Strategies for South Unit Alternative A - (Years 1 - 6) 
 

 
 
 

 

Scenario:

First Year of Stocking
Post Roundup Stocking Goal Year: 1 Change Year End Year: 2 Change Year End Year: 3 Change Year End Year: 4 Change Year End Year: 5 Change Year End Year: 6 Change Year End

Age & Sex Long Term year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory
-3+ 30 -3+ 60 90 -3+ 150 180 -3+ 240 270 -3+ 351 323 -3+ 364 336

3 yr.+ Female 330 30 30 30 30
28 28

2 yr. Female 63 -2 30 -2 30 60 -2 30 60 -2 51 81 -2 83 41 -2 69 27
30 30 30 30

42 42

1 yr.  Female 116 -1 30 -1 0 30 -1 21 51 -1 53 83 -1 84 69 -1 123 65
30 30 30 30

15 58

Calf Female 116 1 0 0 2 21 21 3 53 53 4 84 84 5 123 123 6 127 127

Total Females 625
Total Head 1187 70% 70% # 70% 70% 70% 70%

NOTES:

360 Added

Alternative A, The Stronghold Unit FEMALES

transfer in:

Estimated Calving %Estimated Calving % Estimated Calving % Estimated Calving %

transfer out:

Target Herd Structure Reached in year 5

Estimated Calving % Estimated Calving %

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

Scenario:

Post Roundup Stocking Goal Year: 1 Change Year End Year: 2 Change Year End Year: 3 Change Year End Year: 4 Change Year End Year: 5 Change Year End Year: 6 Change Year End
Age & Sex Long Term year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory

2 yr. +  Male 330 -2+ 45 -2+ 90 135 -2+ 180 195 -2+ 261 266 -2+ 354 304 -2+ 333 263
45 45 45 45

30 40 50 70

1 yr.  Male 116 -1 45 -1 0 45 -1 21 66 -1 53 88 -1 84 29 -1 123 68
45 45 45 45

10 55 55

Calf   Male 116 1 0 0 2 21 21 3 53 53 4 84 84 5 123 123 6 127 127

Total Males 562
Total Head 1187
NOTES:

360 Added

Alternative A, The Stronghold Unit MALES

transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

First Year of Stock

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:

Target Herd Structure Reached in year 5
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Appendix E: Multi-Year Stocking Strategies for South Unit Alternative B - (Years 1 - 6) 
 

 
 
 

 

Scenario:

First Year of Stocking
Post Roundup Stocking Goal Year: 1 Change Year End Year: 2 Change Year End Year: 3 Change Year End Year: 4 Change Year End Year: 5 Change Year End Year: 6 Change Year End

Age & Sex Long Term year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory
-3+ 30 -3+ 60 90 -3+ 150 180 -3+ 240 225 -3+ 256 231 -3+ 252 227

3 yr.+ Female 230 30 30 30
15 25 25

2 yr. Female 45 -2 30 -2 30 60 -2 30 60 -2 51 31 -2 53 21 -2 42 10
30 30 30

20 32 32

1 yr.  Female 81 -1 30 -1 0 30 -1 21 51 -1 53 53 -1 84 42 -1 90 48
30 30 30

42 42

Calf Female 81 1 0 0 2 21 21 3 53 53 4 84 84 5 90 90 6 88 88

Total Females 437
Total Head 829 70% 70% # 70% 70% 70% 70%

NOTES:

270 Added

Estimated Calving % Estimated Calving %

Target Herd Structure reached in Year 4

Estimated Calving %Estimated Calving % Estimated Calving % Estimated Calving %

Alternative B, The Herding Alternative FEMALES

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

Scenario:

First Year of Stocking
Post Roundup Stocking Goal Year: 1 Change Year End Year: 2 Change Year End Year: 3 Change Year End Year: 4 Change Year End Year: 5 Change Year End Year: 6 Change Year End

Age & Sex Long Term year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory

2 yr. +  Male 230 -2+ 45 -2+ 90 135 -2+ 180 185 -2+ 251 181 -2+ 234 184 -2+ 228 178
45 45 45

40 70 50 50

1 yr.  Male 81 -1 45 -1 0 45 -1 21 66 -1 53 53 -1 84 44 -1 90 50
45 45 45

40 40

Calf   Male 81 1 0 0 2 21 21 3 53 53 4 84 84 5 90 90 6 88 88

Total Males 392
Total Head 829
NOTES:

270 Added

transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:

Target Herd Structure reached in Year 4

transfer in:
transfer out:

Alternative B, The Herding Alternative MALES
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Appendix F: Multi-Year Stocking Strategies for South Unit Alternative C - (Years 1 - 6) 
 

 
 

 

Scenario:

First Year of Stocking
Post Roundup Stocking Goal Year: 1 Change Year End Year: 2 Change Year End Year: 3 Change Year End Year: 4 Change Year End Year: 5 Change Year End Year: 6 Change Year End

Age & Sex Long Term year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory
-3+ 30 -3+ 60 90 -3+ 150 180 -3+ 240 270 -3+ 351 316 -3+ 364 324

3 yr.+ Female 355 30 30 30 30
35 40

2 yr. Female 68 -2 30 -2 30 60 -2 30 60 -2 51 81 -2 83 48 -2 74 34
30 30 30 30

35 40

1 yr.  Female 124 -1 30 -1 0 30 -1 21 51 -1 53 83 -1 84 74 -1 123 78
30 30 30 30

10 45

Calf Female 124 1 0 0 2 21 21 3 53 53 4 84 84 5 123 123 6 127 127

Total Females 671
Total Head 1274 70% 70% # 70% 70% 70% 70%

NOTES:

360 Added

Estimated Calving %Estimated Calving %Estimated Calving %

Target Herd Structure beginning in Year 5

transfer out:
Estimated Calving % Estimated Calving % Estimated Calving %

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:

transfer out:

Alternative C, The Big Idea FEMALES

transfer in:

Scenario:

First Year of Stocking
Post Roundup Stocking Goal Year: 1 Change Year End Year: 2 Change Year End Year: 3 Change Year End Year: 4 Change Year End Year: 5 Change Year End Year: 6 Change Year End

Age & Sex Long Term year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory

2 yr. +  Male 355 -2+ 45 -2+ 90 135 -2+ 180 225 -2+ 291 286 -2+ 384 324 -2+ 368 308
45 45 45 45

50 60 60

1 yr.  Male 124 -1 45 -1 0 45 -1 21 66 -1 53 98 -1 84 44 -1 123 48
45 45 45 45

40 75

Calf   Male 124 1 0 0 2 21 21 3 53 53 4 84 84 5 123 123 6 127 127

Total Males 603
Total Head 1274
NOTES:

360 Added

transfer in:
transfer out:

Alternative C, The Big Idea MALES

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

Target Herd Structure beginning in Year 5
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Appendix G: Multi-Year Stocking Strategies for South Unit Alternative D - (Years 1 - 6) 
 

 
 
 

 

Scenario:

First Year of Stocking
Post Roundup Stocking Goal Year: 1 Change Year End Year: 2 Change Year End Year: 3 Change Year End Year: 4 Change Year End Year: 5 Change Year End Year: 6 Change Year End

Age & Sex Long Term year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory
-3+ 30 -3+ 60 90 -3+ 150 135 -3+ 150 135 -3+ 150 135 -3+ 153 138

3 yr.+ Female 150 30 30
15 15 15 15

2 yr. Female 30 -2 30 -2 30 60 -2 30 15 -2 21 15 -2 53 18 -2 53 18
30 30

15 6 35 35

1 yr.  Female 53 -1 30 -1 0 30 -1 21 21 -1 53 53 -1 53 53 -1 53 53
30 30

0 0 0 0

Calf Female 53 1 0 0 2 21 21 3 53 53 4 53 53 5 53 53 6 53 53

Total Females 286
Total Head 542 70% 70% # 70% 70% 70% 70%

NOTES:

180 Added

Target Herd Structure reached in Year 4

Estimated Calving %

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

Estimated Calving % Estimated Calving % Estimated Calving % Estimated Calving % Estimated Calving %

transfer out:

Alternative D, The Western Option FEMALES

transfer in:

Scenario:

First Year of Stocking
Post Roundup Stocking Goal Year: 1 Change Year End Year: 2 Change Year End Year: 3 Change Year End Year: 4 Change Year End Year: 5 Change Year End Year: 6 Change Year End

Age & Sex Long Term year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory year born # head # head Inventory

2 yr. +  Male 150 -2+ 45 -2+ 90 135 -2+ 180 152 -2+ 153 125 -2+ 153 125 -2+ 152 122
45 45

28 28 28 30

1 yr.  Male 53 -1 45 -1 0 45 -1 21 1 -1 53 28 -1 53 28 -1 53 28
45 45

20 25 25 25

Calf   Male 53 1 0 0 2 21 21 3 53 53 4 53 53 5 53 53 6 53 53

Total Males 256
Total Head 542
NOTES:

180 Added

transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

transfer in:
transfer out:

Target Herd Structure reached in Year 4

transfer in:

Alternative D, The Western Option MALES
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Appendix H: Multi-Year Sales Summary for South Unit Alternative A - (Years 3 - 6): First Revenue in Year 3 
 

 
  

SOUTH UNIT Alternative A:
Buffalo Sales Projections Stronghold Buffalo first stockedin year "1"
2013-2018 Unit

Fall Weight
Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash

South Unit Females
Cull cows Harvest 1050 WIBC 1.05$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.05$      -$        -$        13 WIBC 1.05$      14,333$   -$        13 WIBC 1.05$      14,333$      -$             
Cull cows Share Crop 1050 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$        -$        ShareCrp 1.05$      -$        -$        15 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$        16,538$   15 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$           16,538$       
Cull cows Ceremonies 1050 Wakes 1.05$      -$        -$        Wakes 1.05$      -$        -$        Wakes 1.05$      -$        -$        Wakes 1.05$      -$           -$             
2 yo Females Sold 750 WIBC 1.50$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.50$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.50$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.50$      -$           -$             
2 yo Females ShareCrop 750 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$        -$        ShareCrp 1.50$      -$        -$        42 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$        47,250$   42 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$           47,250$       
Yrlg Females (Sell/Donate) 500 Surplus 1.90$      -$        -$        Surplus 1.90$      -$        -$        Surplus 1.90$      -$        -$        30 28 Surplus 1.90$      28,500$      26,600$       
Calf Females 325

South Unit Males
Trophy Bulls Non-Tribal 1700 7 Hunt 1.80$      -$        21,420$   7 Hunt 1.80$      -$        21,420$   7 Hunt 1.80$      -$        21,420$   8 Hunt 1.80$      -$           24,480$       
Trophy Bulls Tribal 1700 7 Hunt 1.50$      -$        17,850$   7 Hunt 1.50$      -$        17,850$   7 Hunt 1.50$      -$        17,850$   8 Hunt 1.50$      -$           20,400$       
Mgmt Bulls Non-Tribal (3+) 1350 8 Hunt 1.35$      -$        14,580$   7 Hunt 1.35$      -$        12,758$   7 Hunt 1.35$      -$        12,758$   8 Hunt 1.35$      -$           14,580$       
Mgmt Bulls Tribal  (3+) 1350 8 Hunt 1.00$      -$        10,800$   7 Hunt 1.00$      -$        9,450$     7 Hunt 1.00$      -$        9,450$     8 Hunt 1.00$      -$           10,800$       
Slaughter Bulls (3+) 1350 WIBC 1.14$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.14$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.14$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.14$      -$           -$             
Sun Dance Bulls (2-3+ yrs) 1350 SunDance 1.80$      -$        -$        SunDance 1.80$      -$        -$        SunDance 1.80$      -$        -$        SunDance 1.80$      -$           -$             
2 yo Bulls Harvest 850 WIBC 1.80$      -$        -$        12 WIBC 1.80$      18,360$   -$        4 WIBC 1.80$      6,120$     -$        20 WIBC 1.80$      30,600$      -$             
2 yo Bulls ShareCrop 850 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$        -$        ShareCrp 1.80$      -$        -$        18 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$        27,540$   18 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$           27,540$       
Yrlg Bulls (Sell/Donate) 600 Surplus 2.10$      -$        -$        5 5 Surplus 2.10$      6,300$     6,300$     30 25 Surplus 2.10$      37,800$   31,500$   30 25 Surplus 2.10$      37,800$      31,500$       
Calf Bulls 365

Total Sold/Given: 0 30 Totals: -$        64,650$   17 33 Totals: 24,660$   67,778$   47 128 Totals: 58,253$   184,305$ 93 160 Totals: 111,233$    219,688$      
Total: 30 Cash Non-Cash Total: 50 Cash Non-Cash Total: 175 Cash Non-Cash Total: 253 Cash Non-Cash

TOTAL VALUE Created: Value Created: 64,650$   Value Created: 92,438$   Value Created: 242,558$ Value Created: 330,920$      

63 4 5
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Appendix I: Multi-Year Sales Summary for South Unit Alternative B - (Years 3 - 6): First Revenue in Year 3 
 

 
  

SOUTH UNIT Alternative B:
Buffalo Sales Projections Herding Buffalo first stockedin year "1"
2013-2018 Alternative

Fall Weight
Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash

South Unit Females
Cull cows Harvest 1050 WIBC 1.05$      -$        -$        5 WIBC 1.05$      5,513$     -$        10 WIBC 1.05$      11,025$   -$        10 WIBC 1.05$      11,025$      -$             
Cull cows Share Crop 1050 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$        -$        10 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$        11,025$   15 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$        16,538$   15 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$           16,538$       
Cull cows Ceremonies 1050 Wakes 1.05$      -$        -$        Wakes 1.05$      -$        -$        Wakes 1.05$      -$        -$        Wakes 1.05$      -$           -$             
2 yo Females Sold 750 WIBC 1.50$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.50$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.50$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.50$      -$           -$             
2 yo Females ShareCrop 750 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$        -$        20 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$        22,500$   32 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$        36,000$   32 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$           36,000$       
Yrlg Females (Sell/Donate) 500 Surplus 1.90$      -$        -$        Surplus 1.90$      -$        -$        22 20 Surplus 1.90$      20,900$   19,000$   22 20 Surplus 1.90$      20,900$      19,000$       
Calf Females 325

South Unit Males
Trophy Bulls Non-Tribal 1700 8 Hunt 1.80$      -$        24,480$   10 Hunt 1.80$      -$        30,600$   5 Hunt 1.80$      -$        15,300$   5 Hunt 1.80$      -$           15,300$       
Trophy Bulls Tribal 1700 8 Hunt 1.50$      -$        20,400$   10 Hunt 1.50$      -$        25,500$   5 Hunt 1.50$      -$        12,750$   5 Hunt 1.50$      -$           12,750$       
Mgmt Bulls Non-Tribal (3+) 1350 8 Hunt 1.35$      -$        14,580$   10 Hunt 1.35$      -$        18,225$   5 Hunt 1.35$      -$        9,113$     5 Hunt 1.35$      -$           9,113$         
Mgmt Bulls Tribal  (3+) 1350 8 Hunt 1.00$      -$        10,800$   10 Hunt 1.00$      -$        13,500$   5 Hunt 1.00$      -$        6,750$     5 Hunt 1.00$      -$           6,750$         
Slaughter Bulls (3+) 1350 WIBC 1.14$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.14$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.14$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.14$      -$           -$             
Sun Dance Bulls (2-3+ yrs) 1350 SunDance 1.80$      -$        -$        SunDance 1.80$      -$        -$        SunDance 1.80$      -$        -$        SunDance 1.80$      -$           -$             
2 yo Bulls Harvest 850 8 WIBC 1.80$      12,240$   -$        18 WIBC 1.80$      27,540$   -$        18 WIBC 1.80$      27,540$   -$        18 WIBC 1.80$      27,540$      -$             
2 yo Bulls ShareCrop 850 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$        -$        12 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$        18,360$   12 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$        18,360$   12 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$           18,360$       
Yrlg Bulls (Sell/Donate) 600 Surplus 2.10$      -$        -$        Surplus 2.10$      -$        -$        20 20 Surplus 2.10$      25,200$   25,200$   21 20 Surplus 2.10$      26,460$      25,200$       
Calf Bulls 365

Total Sold/Given: 8 32 Totals: 12,240$   70,260$   23 82 Totals: 33,053$   139,710$ 70 119 Totals: 84,665$   159,010$ 71 119 Totals: 85,925$      159,010$      
Total: 40 Cash Non-Cash Total: 105 Cash Non-Cash Total: 189 Cash Non-Cash Total: 190 Cash Non-Cash

TOTAL VALUE Created: Value Created: 82,500$   Value Created: 172,763$ Value Created: 243,675$ Value Created: 244,935$      

63 4 5
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Appendix J: Multi-Year Sales Summary for South Unit Alternative C - (Years 4 - 6): First Revenue in Year 4 
 

 
 
  

SOUTH UNIT Alternative C:
Buffalo Sales Projections The Buffalo first stockedin year "1"
2013-2018 Big Idea

Fall Weight
Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash

South Unit Females
Cull cows Harvest 1050 WIBC 1.05$      -$        -$        15 WIBC 1.05$      16,538$   -$         20 WIBC 1.05$      22,050$      -$         
Cull cows Share Crop 1050 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$        -$        20 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$        22,050$   20 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$           22,050$   
Cull cows Ceremonies 1050 Wakes 1.05$      -$        -$        Wakes 1.05$      -$        -$         Wakes 1.05$      -$           -$         
2 yo Females Sold 750 WIBC 1.50$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.50$      -$        -$         WIBC 1.50$      -$           -$         
2 yo Females ShareCrop 750 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$        -$        35 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$        39,375$   40 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$           45,000$   
Yrlg Females (Sell/Donate) 500 Surplus 1.90$      -$        -$        10 Surplus 1.90$      9,500$     -$         25 20 Surplus 1.90$      23,750$      19,000$   
Calf Females 325

South Unit Males
Trophy Bulls Non-Tribal 1700 6 Hunt 1.80$      -$        18,360$   7 Hunt 1.80$      -$        21,420$   7 Hunt 1.80$      -$           21,420$   
Trophy Bulls Tribal 1700 6 Hunt 1.50$      -$        15,300$   7 Hunt 1.50$      -$        17,850$   7 Hunt 1.50$      -$           17,850$   
Mgmt Bulls Non-Tribal (3+) 1350 6 Hunt 1.35$      -$        10,935$   7 Hunt 1.35$      -$        12,758$   7 Hunt 1.35$      -$           12,758$   
Mgmt Bulls Tribal  (3+) 1350 6 Hunt 1.00$      -$        8,100$     7 Hunt 1.00$      -$        9,450$     7 Hunt 1.00$      -$           9,450$     
Slaughter Bulls (3+) 1350 WIBC 1.14$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.14$      -$        -$         WIBC 1.14$      -$           -$         
Sun Dance Bulls (2-3+ yrs) 1350 SunDance 1.80$      -$        -$        SunDance 1.80$      -$        -$         SunDance 1.80$      -$           -$         
2 yo Bulls Harvest 850 26 WIBC 1.80$      39,780$   -$        20 WIBC 1.80$      30,600$   -$         14 WIBC 1.80$      21,420$      -$         
2 yo Bulls ShareCrop 850 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$        -$        12 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$        18,360$   18 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$           27,540$   
Yrlg Bulls (Sell/Donate) 600 Surplus 2.10$      -$        -$        20 20 Surplus 2.10$      25,200$   25,200$   40 35 Surplus 2.10$      50,400$      44,100$   
Calf Bulls 365

Total Sold/Given: 26 24 Totals: 39,780$   52,695$   65 115 Totals: 81,838$   166,463$  99 161 Totals: 117,620$    219,168$  
Total: 50 Cash Non-Cash Total: 180 Cash Non-Cash Total: 260 Cash Non-Cash

TOTAL VALUE Created: Value Created: 92,475$   Value Created: 248,300$  Value Created: 336,788$  

4 5 6
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Appendix K: Multi-Year Sales Summary for South Unit Alternative D - (Years 3 - 6): First Revenue in Year 3 
 

 

SOUTH UNIT Alternative D:
Buffalo Sales Projections The Western Buffalo first stockedin year "1"
2013-2018 Option

Fall Weight
Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash Sold Transfer/

Given
Note Price Cash Total Non-Cash

South Unit Females
Cull cows Harvest 1050 WIBC 1.05$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.05$      -$        -$         WIBC 1.05$      -$        -$         WIBC 1.05$      -$           -$         
Cull cows Share Crop 1050 15 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$        16,538$   15 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$        16,538$   15 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$        16,538$   15 ShareCrp 1.05$      -$           16,538$   
Cull cows Ceremonies 1050 Wakes 1.05$      -$        -$        Wakes 1.05$      -$        -$         Wakes 1.05$      -$        -$         Wakes 1.05$      -$           -$         
2 yo Females Sold 750 WIBC 1.50$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.50$      -$        -$         WIBC 1.50$      -$        -$         WIBC 1.50$      -$           -$         
2 yo Females ShareCrop 750 15 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$        16,875$   6 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$        6,750$     35 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$        39,375$   35 ShareCrp 1.50$      -$           39,375$   
Yrlg Females (Sell/Donate) 500 Surplus 1.90$      -$        -$        Surplus 1.90$      -$        -$         Surplus 1.90$      -$        -$         Surplus 1.90$      -$           -$         
Calf Females 325

South Unit Males
Trophy Bulls Non-Tribal 1700 4 Hunt 1.80$      -$        12,240$   5 Hunt 1.80$      -$        15,300$   4 Hunt 1.80$      -$        12,240$   4 Hunt 1.80$      -$           12,240$   
Trophy Bulls Tribal 1700 4 Hunt 1.50$      -$        10,200$   5 Hunt 1.50$      -$        12,750$   4 Hunt 1.50$      -$        10,200$   4 Hunt 1.50$      -$           10,200$   
Mgmt Bulls Non-Tribal (3+) 1350 4 Hunt 1.35$      -$        7,290$     6 Hunt 1.35$      -$        10,935$   4 Hunt 1.35$      -$        7,290$     5 Hunt 1.35$      -$           9,113$     
Mgmt Bulls Tribal  (3+) 1350 4 Hunt 1.00$      -$        5,400$     6 Hunt 1.00$      -$        8,100$     4 Hunt 1.00$      -$        5,400$     5 Hunt 1.00$      -$           6,750$     
Slaughter Bulls (3+) 1350 WIBC 1.14$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.14$      -$        -$         WIBC 1.14$      -$        -$         WIBC 1.14$      -$           -$         
Sun Dance Bulls (2-3+ yrs) 1350 SunDance 1.80$      -$        -$        SunDance 1.80$      -$        -$         SunDance 1.80$      -$        -$         SunDance 1.80$      -$           -$         
2 yo Bulls Harvest 850 WIBC 1.80$      -$        -$        WIBC 1.80$      -$        -$         WIBC 1.80$      -$        -$         WIBC 1.80$      -$           -$         
2 yo Bulls ShareCrop 850 12 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$        18,360$   6 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$        9,180$     12 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$        18,360$   12 ShareCrp 1.80$      -$           18,360$   
Yrlg Bulls (Sell/Donate) 600 10 10 Surplus 2.10$      12,600$   12,600$   13 12 Surplus 2.10$      16,380$   15,120$   13 12 Surplus 2.10$      16,380$   15,120$   13 12 Surplus 2.10$      16,380$      15,120$   
Calf Bulls 365

Total Sold/Given: 10 68 Totals: 12,600$   99,503$   13 61 Totals: 16,380$   94,673$   13 90 Totals: 16,380$   124,523$  13 92 Totals: 16,380$      127,695$  
Total: 78 Cash Non-Cash Total: 74 Cash Non-Cash Total: 103 Cash Non-Cash Total: 105 Cash Non-Cash

TOTAL VALUE Created: Value Created: 112,103$ Value Created: 111,053$  Value Created: 140,903$  Value Created: 144,075$  

63 4 5
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Appendix L: Total Economic Benefit from Buffalo on the South Unit, Alternative A - (Years 1 - 6) 
 

 
 
  

Proforma Alternative A The Stronghold Unit Years 1-6 Buffalo first stocked in year "1"
South Unit Buffalo Economic Benefits to OST

Bison Revenue Value Type 1 2 3 4 5 6
Bison Sales Cash -$            -$            -$            24,660$      58,253$      111,233$     
Bison Donations or 
Inventory Increase Non-cash -$            -$            64,650$      67,778$      184,305$     219,688$     

Total Value Generation Cash+Non-Cash -$            -$            64,650$      92,438$      242,558$     330,920$     

Non-Bison Escalator
Economic Benefits 2%
Staff Salaries & Payroll 77,546        79,097        80,679        82,292        83,938        85,617        
Total Non-Bison Benefits 77,546$      79,097$      80,679$      82,292$      83,938$      85,617$      

Total Economic Benefits Cash 77,546$      79,097$      80,679$      106,952$     142,191$     196,849$     
Total Economic Benefits Cash+Non-Cash 77,546$      79,097$      145,329$     174,730$     326,496$     416,537$     
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Appendix M: Total Economic Benefit from Buffalo on the South Unit, Alternative B - (Years 1 - 6) 
 

 
  

Proforma Alternative B The Herding Alternative Years 1-6 Buffalo first stocked in year "1"
South Unit Buffalo Economic Benefits to OST

Bison Revenue Value Type 1 2 3 4 5 6
Bison Sales Cash -$            -$            12,240$      33,053$      84,665$      85,925$      
Bison Donations or 
Inventory Increase Non-cash -$            -$            70,260$      139,710$     159,010$     159,010$     

Total Value Generation Cash+Non-Cash -$            -$            82,500$      172,763$     243,675$     244,935$     

Non-Bison Escalator
Economic Benefits 2%
Staff Salaries & Payroll 77,546        79,097        80,679        82,292        83,938        85,617        
Total Non-Bison Benefits 77,546$      79,097$      80,679$      82,292$      83,938$      85,617$      

Total Economic Benefits Cash 77,546$      79,097$      92,919$      115,345$     168,603$     171,542$     
Total Economic Benefits Cash+Non-Cash 77,546$      79,097$      163,179$     255,055$     327,613$     330,552$     
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Appendix N: Total Economic Benefit from Buffalo on the South Unit, Alternative C - (Years 1 - 6) 
 

 
  

Proforma Alternative C The Big Idea Years 1-7 Buffalo first stocked in year "1"
South Unit Buffalo Economic Benefits to OST

Bison Revenue Value Type 1 2 3 4 5 6
Bison Sales Cash -$            -$            -$            39,780$      81,838$      117,620$     
Bison Donations or 
Inventory Increase Non-cash -$            -$            -$            52,695$      166,463$     219,168$     

Total Value Generation Cash+Non-Cash -$            -$            -$            92,475$      248,300$     336,788$     

Non-Bison Escalator
Economic Benefits 2%
Staff Salaries & Payroll 77,546        79,097        80,679        82,292        83,938        85,617        
Total Non-Bison Benefits 77,546$      79,097$      80,679$      82,292$      83,938$      85,617$      

Total Economic Benefits Cash 77,546$      79,097$      80,679$      122,072$     165,776$     203,237$     
Total Economic Benefits Cash+Non-Cash 77,546$      79,097$      80,679$      174,767$     332,238$     422,404$     
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Appendix O: Total Economic Benefit from Buffalo on the South Unit, Alternative D - (Years 1 - 6) 
 

 
 
  

Proforma Alternative D The Western Option Years 1-6 Buffalo first stocked in year "1"
South Unit Buffalo Economic Benefits to OST, Pine Ridge Reservation

Bison Revenue Value Type 1 2 3 4 5 6
Bison Sales Cash -$            -$            12,600$      16,380$      16,380$      16,380$      
Bison Donations or 
Inventory Increase Non-cash -$            -$            99,503$      94,673$      124,523$     127,695$     

Total Value Generation Cash + Non-Cash -$            -$            112,103$     111,053$     140,903$     144,075$     

Non-Bison Escalator
Economic Benefits 2%
Staff Salaries & Payroll 61,523        62,753        64,008        65,289        66,594        67,926        
Total Non-Bison Benefits 61,523$      62,753$      64,008$      65,289$      66,594$      67,926$      

Total Economic Benefits Cash 61,523$      62,753$      76,608$      81,669$      82,974$      84,306$      
Total Economic Benefits Cash+Non-Cash 61,523$      62,753$      176,111$     176,341$     207,497$     212,001$     
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Appendix P:  Sanderson et al. Matrix of Ecological Characteristics to Assess How Bison Herds 
Can Contribute to Overall Ecological Restoration at Varying Scales 

 
 
This evaluation (Sanderson et al., 2008) provides a qualitative scoring mechanism to evaluate 
how OSPRA’s herd(s) may contribute to ecological restoration of buffalo in North America (see 
the full matrix document below).  Those “large” scores suggest the herd will contribute much to 
ecological restoration, while the “modest” and “small” scores suggest a smaller contribution 
based on each factor.  This evaluation suggests OST’s buffalo do indeed fit in that middle area 
between a conservation herd and a production herd.  The animals cannot be entirely classified as 
one or the other.   
 
The scoring matrix may be seen below. 
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